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Conversion Table from INepali Calendar Year to Gre2orian 
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Nepali Month Conversion Table 
INepali Calendar Month Gregorian Calendar Equivalent 
flai shaL Middle of April to iii iddle of J uric 
Jestha Middle ol Ma to middle of Jul 
Asadh Middle ot Juiie to middle of July 
Sraan Middle ot Jul\ to middle of August 
Rhadra Middle of August to middle of September 
As in Middle of September to middle of October — 
Middle of ( )ctoher to middle of November 
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Mah Middle ol Janual\ to middle of February 
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— 20002001 
2058 2001 2002 
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1. Organization of Manual 
1.1 introduction 
l'hrough out the developing world. limited government resources, aging infrastructure and rapid 
urbanization lead to stressed water treatment and supply systems that thu to serve the basic needs 
of the poor. (.'ities typically experience rapid increases in disadvantaged populaflons that settle in 
inlormal or unplanned areas with inadequate water and sanitation services. In these situations. 
the responsibility for making drinking water safe Ihr human consumptioi olten falls k' default to 
comniunit' residents. 
lhc community—based Waler Quality Moiitoring ( WQM ) approach pronioted through these 
training aims to develop and test an appropriate and affordable monitoring alternative for the 
urban and rural government that promotes collaboration between village/city community 
organizations. NUOs and water and health authorities. Its goal is to increase monitoring 
coverage and lead to a better understanding by the population ol the interrelationships between 
water, health and prevention of diarrheal diseases. The approach will involve comniunit groups 
iii planning the monitoring their own water supply and sanitation systems, collect aLer samples. 
perform simple water quality tests and make decisions on remedial actions in collaboration with 
local and' cit authorities. In order to establish such a program. communities must first 
understand the need for WQM. he willing to contribute to the success of' the program and he 
prepared to take action to correct problems when identified. 
lo insure that a WQM program is sustainable. community members must he involved in its 
design from the start. These training materials and water quality tests are designed for use in 
local wards. Ihey are intended to take lull advantage of participatory approaches to obtain the 
inIirmation needed for establishing the program while at the same time de.elop skills among 
those who ill be implementing it: 
The objectives of this training program will be as follows: 
Ia provide information and hands—on training that will motivate community people. 
organi7.aflons. NG()s and water and health authorities to establish a WQM program. 
. Ia determine the environmental health conditions that exist in each ward enrolled in the 
program. including perceptions of water quality, and water use practices. 
3. To develop the technical skills and knowledge needed to carry out the program. 
4. lo define roles and responsibilities, and design an implementation plan suitable to addressing 
the needs of the participating wards. 
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Ilie program will impart to communit members and local Organizations new knowledge and 
develop the necessary skills needed to establish a ward-level WQM program: and. will train 
trainers in the use of techniques intended for replicating the program in other communities of 
the city and village. 
ihe first step iii implementing this program is to test and adapt the training iiiaterials contained 
hereuL Ihe topics covered ma he grouped into tour categories. 
"Conimunit Mapping. Water Use Survev'. and 1 ransect WalL sections involve the 
collection of background knowledge and are meant to establish the need ftir a WQM 
program in a particular ward. 
• ftc SectiOfl M(nitornIg flactcrial Water QualitC is technical in nature and is meant tOf 
those who will he implementing the program. 
• etung p A Local Water Qualit Monitoring Program covers organizational and 
administrative aspects and is intended for those who will he planning and managing the 
program. It also addresses polic issues that cannot he tinalized until afier consultation 
u i th all concerned partners. 
• I iiiall section 5: "Some Remedial Actions presents simple alternatives for households 
and communities that lack potable ater. allowing them to protect themselves against a 
variety of waterhorne pathogens and ,educe the incidence of waterhorne diarrhea) 
diseases. 
As these modules involve I—tv giene and Sanitation kducatioii (I—IS F). it is recommended that 
vhere appropriate, the content he iull integrated into the ongoing communit\ 11SF programs. 
It is also important to note that the approaches and techniques being introduced here have been 
simplified for local—level use. Wherever possible an attempt has been made to reduce the number 
of steps involved in performing a task, and to use locally available resources. 
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1.2 otes to the Facilitator 
Fhe first step in this exercise is to test the training materials presented here. This will he done 
through the technology translèr training workshops and pilot ward projects. It is suggested that 
not wore than 20 — 25 persons take part in an\ one training exercise at any one time. Large 
numbers iriake it difficult for all to participate and are harder to supervise. 
Ilic teaching tehuiques used in this program are meant to involve the participants in the learning 
process as much as possible: i.e. the 'hands—on' approach. lilis means thai it is important that 
the aiisers to ke questions come as much as possible horn the participants not the facilitator. In 
othere words. ii is anticipated that leaning will take place through a process of discover and 
active participation. not through lecture and passive observation. For this method to he ellective 
it is necessary that the facilitator motivate the paticipauts to take part in the exercises. i'his is 
done by making the presentation as interesting as possible. Telling jokes. songs and role playing 
help to relax people so that they dont feel shy. H liiis. posters and handout materials can help to 
rcinlirce the messages being introduced. 
At the start of' each da 's session. the activities o the pre ions cla arc rciewed h asking a 
participant to summarize what was done and what was learned. Fach da the participants are 
rcniiiided about the purpose of the program so that the\ do not lose sight of' the overall objective 
of the training. If a section or procedure was not fully understood. these can he ic ieved and/or 
repeated. Also. the facilitator should clearly sIio the linkage between each section during the 
rt'vic period. In this wa . important messages are continuall\ being rcinfurccd At the close of 
each din s session, time is reserved fur questions. answers and comments. 
It should he emphasized in the beginning that there are no right or wrong aiiswers and that all 
questions arc welcome. In ltct. when asI.ing questions. if' a rong answer is given, the ficiIitator 
does not point out the error. instead the facilitator says ohiug hut continues asking the qucston 
until the correct answer is given, lie/she then reinfirces the coi'rect inswer h getting the 
participant to repeat it fur everyone -to hear. If' the rnajorit\ of the audience is literate the aiiswei's 
can he summarized on a flip chart of chalkboard fur evervotie to see. Pictui'es (sketches and 
photus also help. When showing what a good situation looks like, a set of' photographs can he 
used. Idcall . someone in the group. or an artist hired h the project. can sketch certain situations 
,'elevant to the comniunit\ as no two communities are identical. 
l'hc venue is also important. As it ma he necessai'\ to make special arrangements lot a room or 
place that can accommodate all ol' the participants, it is important that preparations and visits to 
the comrnunit\ he made well in advance of the scheduled meeting to avoid disappointing results. 
lTie venue. whethei' inside or outside should he at a place where there ai'e l'e distractions. where 
it is well lit and where there is ample space fur flip chai'ts and for demonstrations. Also. as much 
of' the training is on—the—job type training. it is important that sufficient time is allocated to 
finding suitable nearh examples fur held work. 
i'inall no one likes to come to a training exercise without t'efi'eshments. Provision fur food and 
drink should he arranged in advance. 
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1.3 Proposed Training Schedules 
Time Tech. Transfer 
Training 
Day 1 AM Introductions 
Workshop objectives 
PM Overview: collecting basic information 
3.1 How water becomes contaminated 
3.2 Bacterial Indicator Systems . 
Day 2: AM 3.3 The H2S test (Lab) 
PM Preparation of paper strips for ward pilot programs 
Day 3 AM 
PM 
3.4 Sample collection & processing 
3.5 Coliplate & Colistrip tests (Lab) 
Overview: Pilot WQM Programs 




3 6 Recording & interpreting results 
3.7 Cleaning & disposing of contaminated samples 
Overview: Remedial Actions 
, 
Training Evaluation & Closing 
Day 5 AM 
PM 
Preparing Ward Kits 
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2. Collectin2 Basic Information 
2.1 Community Mapping 
l'urpose: 1) lo document the layout of the ward. identify important landmarks and locate 
the position of the existing water suppl and sanitation facilities. 
2) 1 o promote an awareness among the villagers ol their existing environmental 
health conditions, both good and had. 
l'roposed Participants: The community at large (mcii. women and children), the water user's 
cuiuniittee (ii an ). relevant N(..( ) and government personnel. 
Expected Outcome: A ward map will he produced shoing the location of all existing water 
supply and sanitation titcilities (latrines, wells. springs, pipelines, water sources. etc.) in 
relationship to ke landmarks. l'his map will later he used to plot the location of potential 
sources ol' pollution and determine water sampling points. - 
Materials: 
• Large sheets of paper at least I ni square (eg. flip chart paper) 
• Masking tape 
• ('uloured pens. markers or crayons 
• Pads. pens and rulers for the participants to take notes 
Timing: 2 x 45 mm. 
Methods: (should be adapted to the experience! preference of the facilitator and 
community context) 
After a brief explanation ol the purpose of the training program and an introduction to those 
present, the lacilitator asks lou a volunteer to come to the front where the paper has been put 
on the wall, to make a map ol'the community (village, ward and city). 
2. Fhc facilitator asks the volunteer to choose a coloured marker and dra in the main roads and 
any streams. rivers canals or ponds that run through the communit . The audience can help. 
3. Next. the tIcilitator asks another volunteer to dra in the religious centres of worship. health 
clinics, schools. and other community centres. 
4. If the cunimunitv is small, the location of other main buildings and public squares caii he 
included. 
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'. Ihe PrOCeSS contitlues until all Of the important landmarks are drawn in. 
O. I. sing other colours. the main water supplies are located on the map: i.e. location ol water 
sources public taps used h those without household connections to the piped system. 
sources used during water shortages. spring catchment. tanks and standpipes as well as an 
WellS or rainwater tanks. lor piped systems, the pipeline or area of' ward covered h this 
service is drawn in. 
7. Again another ColOur is used to locate sanitation licilities. and problem areas (eg. broken 
sewers. waste dumps) that might he afl'ecting the sources of water & piped systems. 
. When the map is completed to everyone's satisfaction. it can he redrawn it' it becomes too 
cluttered. I his map will be used seve,a) times during the course of the trainuig so it is 
important that it is neat to begin with. 
q• Reflection and synthesis of intrmation: I .ooking at the map. the RLcili.tator asks the group to 
give their impression on the reliability and quality of the water suppl lr the various sections 
ol' the artI (e.g. going form North—East—South—West). and s nthesise their assessment with 
scores (or the points below: 
Acess: ( )verall proportion of people with access to piped atei svseni and ariation of service in 
dit'hretn parts of ward teg. Access 1/4—I /2: 1/2_3/4. 3/4—I 00°o: 100%) 
Reliahilit (\ater Quantity): Degree to which to piped water needs are met during the ear 
mena and omen. fr different water sources: trequenc\ of service Interruption: predictahilit 
and influence of irregular delivery. 
Water Qualit Setting: perceived water qualit ol different sources identi lied, protection of 
water souces. 'ater treatment. 
Note: see examples of scoring tables in Annex: -l ransect Walk. These scores should he 
tested' adapted at beginning of program. 
10. A hllo UP step is to go to the field to yen l\ the location of the Le water and sanitation 
ticiIitics and problem areas (see section. 2.3 'Iransect Walk"). It is at this time when the 
tcilitator and sanitarians note (for later use) potential sources of contamination or serious 
environmental deficiencies that may contribute to poor water qualit ilie facilitator 
proposes the organization of this exercise and requests a group of volunteers (men and 
omen ) to go along the walk. I'he group discusses the path the walk will take and decides on 
a time and meeting place convenient to all parties. 
II . FinaiR . the licilitator asks the group to identift (if an ) the location of sites of concern 
believed to cause contamination of water and or health hazards to the community. 
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2.2 Water Use Survey 
Purpose: I'he purpose of this exercise is to determine how the community rises water and 
what sources are used lr each activity. 
Proposed Participants: The communit\ at large (ulien, women and clii Idren). the water use( s 
committee (if it exists). relevant NU() aiid government personnel. 
Learning Objective: Ii is expected that this exercise will reveal water use habits that ma he 
unsaI or contribute to the contamination ol the water suppl or water used br ConSumption. 
tich iiilormation is necessar br the design ol a health and sanitation education (11SF) program. 
Ma teria Is: 
• \ bout 2() — U medium sized envelopes 
• Photos oi drawings of conimon uses of water: i.e. washing the hah . washing clothes. 
ashing dishes. washing vegetables. cooking. drinking, defecation, water garden. bathing. 
hrtishinr teeth. etc. 
• Photos or drawings of the water sources that exist in the ward and which are used at dilirent 
times ol year (including during periods of water shortage: i.e. stream. irrigation canal. well. 
standpipe. household tap. yard tap. etc). 
• beans. seeds or card stock of at least two di llèrent colours 
liming: \ 4S iii in. 
Methods: (should he adapted to ih expenence/ prelerence of the facilitator & c()mmunit 
context) 
\t the swrt of the session a discussion is initiated on what people use water hr. and where 
and how it is stored in the home. Ideall . someone in the community who can draw makes a 
sketch illustrating each use & storage means. 
., Ihis is II lowed h a discussion of the di tièrent water sources aailahle to the communit 
\gaiii sketches are made illustrating each. 11. this is not possible. photos can he taken prior to 
the meet i tie. 
1 he dniw itui.s are then taped to the wall so that the water use habits are across the top and the 
uses arc along the left side in a column. F.nvelopes are then taped under each picture at the top 
and to the right making a matrix of rows and columns. See Annex br example .An artist 
hired b> the P1o.iect can he used to make stylized drawings of water sources and conimon 
waler usc habits. 
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4. I o start the exercise, all the onieii are given a handFul oF coloured beans and the meii 
another. Each participant is asked to go to the chart one at a time to cast a vote placing a 
bean in the envelope that shows the water source fh themselves regularl use Ibr each 
activit It is important to note that if a person is not involved in an activity (eg. if men do not 
cook) that the should not vote in that column. Onl\ those activities that the person actually 
does should he considered. II children arc present. they can he given a third bean colour and 
ask to participate in the voting. 
5. Fhe voting should he in secret, in other words the matrix is put in a place where no one can 
see ho each person voted, like the hallway. This is so each participant is not influenced by 
the others. 
(i. At the end of' the exercise. the votes are counted and the results written on the envelopes. 
7. A discussion is then initiated on what the group thinks might he an unsafe practice and wh 
!iiexample: If some people bathe. defecate or dump garbage in the stream and others brush 
their teeth. ' ash their dishes. or even drink from the same stream, this is dangerous. See 
Annex Ibr other possible discussion leads. 
l'his leads to a discussion on what the best source is for drinking and wh\ At this point there 
no discussion ol hoi hug water br drinking purposes. or other means oF treatment. i'his 
comes later in the meeting. Drawings of typical water storage containers are also kept lbr the 
discussion of remedial actions. 
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2.3 Transect Walk 
rurpose: 1) 1 o quickly assess the state of water suppI and sanitation services in the wards 
2) i o cross—check complement some of the information on the community map 
and &ater use survey. 
proposed Participants: Interested comniunitv menihers (men. women and children). the water 
;:;erS committee (II' an ). relevant NOt) and government personnel. 
tarning Objective: Make systematic observations while walking through the communU from 
source(s) of water system(s) to selected delivery points. This exercise wilt help collect 
'r:kground inflrniation necessary fr the design ol' a local WQM program. 
terials: 
Observation checklists developed (br the walk (see examples in Annex) 
Semi-structured interview guide developed i'or the walk (see example in Annex) 
Notepad & pencils - I 0 ready -to—use 1-lS test containers. 
hnüng: 3 x 4 mm. 
thods: (should be adapted to the experience/ preference of the facilitator & community 
text) 
lhe exercise is planned at the end of' the first meeting (section 2. I "community Mapping" . 
A group oF men and women representing the ward and interested in water quality monitoring 
agrees to participate in the walk. At that time. the path of' the walk au ke' places to visit are 
decided. A suitable time and meeting place are set. 
The team makes systematic observations while walking from the source(s of' the comniunit\ 
water system(s) to selected delivery points. 
I)uring the walk. the group observes the quality of' the ater suppl and sanitation licilities 
using the observation checklists. Their observations are discussed ith the commuuiit 
members and explanations and insights recorded. Water samples are taken at selected ke 
sites (k here contamination is suspected or ke public locations). households (at random are 
intervieed along the walk on the availability of water. scope and nature of use. conflicting 
demands. alternative water sources through out the year and .ater quality perceptions (see 
example oF scm—structured interview guide in Annex). 
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4 Alter completing the walk. the group returns to a suitable meeting place to discuss and 
summarize the state of' the water systems and sanitation lacilities observed, as well as the 
ViC\kS of', difFerent community members regarding the use and access to services. adequac 
and i'et,ularit of water suppf . and different v\ater sources used through out the year. This 
information (along with the results of the l1S testing) will help guide the planning of' the 
local WQM program (sections 3 & 4). 
5. The information collected through the first transect walk can he used to reline the observation 
and intervie iitiides and develop a scorine system ol observations and conimunit\ 
satisfaction levels which can then he used in designing a more svsteniatic baseline surve for 
this and other wards. 
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3. Monitoring Bacterial Water Quality 
3. Monitoring Bacterial Water Quality 
3.1 I-low Water Becomes Contaminated 
Lab: Sources of drinking water & ho it becomes contaminated 
Bacteria in water supplies (What do bacteria look like? i1o big are tlie? 
l-lo laSt they multipl?) 
Distribution ot hactena in ater (homogeneous vs. heterogeneous 
3.2 Bacterial Indicator Systems 
V'hat indicators & wh 
What the dont do 
l)cscriplion ol two systems: I-lS paper strip & (oliplate I M. 
3.3 The FI2S Test 
Lab: basic sakt & hygiene in the Jahorator 
Lab: preparing media & paper strips 
100 niL 20 mL. 10 ml. & I ml. sample tests 
Strip preparation versus bottle or tube preparation 
Lab: (ietting test tubes & bottles reads 11w use 
Negative controls 
3.4 Sample Collection & Processing 
I .ah: Water sampk collection, tap. well, stream and chlorinated source 
Lab: Sample processing 
Incubation 
3.5 ColiplateTM & ColistripTM Tests 
Lab: testing oF water samples with loliplatetM & loIistnpsIM 
Calculating colilorm and F.coli concentrations 
Quality Control 
3.6 Recording and Interpreting Results 
l1S paper strip test 
('ol iplate'M & ('ol istrips tM tests 
3.7 Cleaning & Disposing of contaminated samples 
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3.1 How Water Becomes Contaminated 
I.ah: Sources of drinking water & ho it becomes contaminated 
Bacteria in water supplies (What do bacteria look like? 1lo big are they? 
How fast the multipl\'7) 
E)istrihution ol bacteria in water (homoeneous vs. heterogeneous) 
Purpose: l'hc purpose ol this exercise is to show the participants wh regular bacterial 
testing is needed. 
Proposed Participants: \k ard—level participants that ill he involved in WQM monitoriilg. 
ater user's committee. relevant NG() and government personnel. 
Learning Objective: It is expected that this exercise will show how easily water can become 
contaminated, that clear water is not necessaril\ clean water and that disease can he spread h\ the 
lcali oral route with ater as the transport vehicle. Participants will also he introduced to basic 
characteristics of' bacteria and their implications in water qualit testing. 
MateriaLs: 
• Materials ftr the l-l1S test: i.e. sterile sampling tubes. etc. (See Annex) 
• A ash basin 
• A pitcher of' boiled water. covered 
• A flip chart, black hoard or large paper ith masking tape 
liming: x 4 miii. 
Methods: (should he adapted to the experience! prelerence of the hcilitator & community 
context) 
I . First. the facilitator initiates a discussion on what watersource the group thinks is sale to 
drink in the cit. [he facilitator asks the question: "Uo do you know it*s safe?" The 
anser is: the onI wa\ to find out it is sale is to test it. 
. l•)epending upon the group. a discussion can he initiated oii hi' drinking ater ina\ not he 
saf. linking it to the (iecal/oral route of disease transmission and testing lir bacteria. 
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What Are the Causes of I)iarrhoea? 
I .ist all ansers on the hoard or hip chart) 
I.xpected ans\\ers: Fhere are unseen organisms that can make you sick ii' you ingest them. oR 
I here are tiii hugs that you cant see that will make you sick ii the get into sour mouth and von 
saIlo them. 
Where Do uu Think These Organisms Conic From? 
I .isi all ansers on the hoard or flip chart) 
I .xpected answers: From inlècted faeces. From another person. From human waste. 
Microbial versus chemical contamination: I )isease—causing bacteria iiia cause ii Itiess within 
24 hours or less: chemicals may cause disease such as cancer hut it may take mans 'ears ol' 
consuming this ater. This training will deal oni with testing for microbial pollution. In other 
urds: testing fr the presence of faecal matter in water that indicates that it is unsafe to drink. 
3. Fhis leads to a discussion on ho the H2S test works. [or example. the facilitator explains 
hat there is a simple test to determine if water is contaminated, the I LS test. Inside the tube 
is a chemical that &ill permit bacteria to multipl . IF the bacteria that conic h-om faeces are 
present in the water. the sample tube will turn black within 24—48 hours. If they are not 
the tube will remain clear. Sho a tube that is positive and one that is negative. The 
details el the test iII he explained in section 3.3. 
4. Lab Demonstration: Ask someone lrom the group to explain what kind of' water is 
dehinitel safe to drink and wh. 
Ixpecied anser: Boiled water and bottled water. Boiled water because the organisms ere 
killed and bottled ater because is supposed to he tested. 
'\sk someone to put some boiled ater in a sample container to the I U ml mark. Make sure 
the s ater is boiled and that no one touches the mouth of the tube. 
. Fill a second sampling tube to the It) ml. mark with bottled drinking water. Make sure the 
sample container is labelled (with a sample number) and note the type of' ater sampled on 
the board ithi the date and time of sampling. See sample report krniat in the appendix. 
7. Next. the hoiled or bottled ater is poured over three or more volunteers hands letting the 
astc atei fall into a basin. Another volunteer takes a I () ml. sample of this ater from the 
basin. 
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. [he facilitator says. "lets go out and find more water to sample." One sample tube is given 
to S volunteers. Any place where there is a source of water can he sampled. The location oF 
the sampling point, time of sampling, and sample number are recorded in the participants 
Field notes. The ater that can he sampled ma include rainwater, ditch water. well water. tap 
water. \ater in household sloraee containers. etc. l'hese tubes should he pre—nunihered so 
that the don't cc! mixed up. 
. l'hc group returns to the venue and the sample numbers and locations are recorded on the 
hoard. The samples are then put in a dark place to incubate overnight. 
I 0. A discussion is then initiated on basic characteristics of bacteria and their implications in 
ater testing. Participants are encouraged to volunteer answers to simple questions — 
allo ing the Facilitator to gauge the level of knowledge oF the group. 
What do bacteria look like? 
Ilie tici I italor invites volunteers to come to the front and dra a bacterium. 
lx peeled outcome: 
— bacteria var in shape (spherical cocci. iod—slia1,ed bacilli. etc... 
— bacteria are vcr small single celled microorganisms found in our hands. mouth. intestines. 
clear water. treated water. piped distribution sstem 
- not all bacteria cause disease 
- in ater testing we are concerned in detecting bacteria that come from Faeces oF humans and 
warm blooded animals 
how big are they? 
)ncc sonic drawings are made. the ktcilitator ask participants to volunteer sizes of the bacteria. 
kxpected anss.ers: 
- bacteria vary in size: 0.5 — 15 Fm 1 Fm = 1/1000 mm) 
— single bacteria can he observed only with the aid oF a microscope 
— in vater testing we detect bacteria h allowing them to multiph and grow in the test 
conlai ncr: we can see them because are looking at mill ions and iiiil lions oF them in 
one bottle or tithe 
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Ilow fast the multiph? 
1.xpected ansers: 
- bacteria reproduce by dividing: one bacterial cell divides into two cells 
- this division can happen at rates up to 100 times 1ister than with plant cells 
— lime br one cell oi Lsc/wrw/na co/i to divide into two: 
• I -2 hours in relativel clean water at 20 deg. C 
• 2() minutes in friendly environment at 37 deg. C 
• ( )ne bacterium dividing cver 30 mm. ill produce ho main bacteria alei I 2 hours? 
• ansver: lt. 777. 216 bacteria! (224). 
What Is their distribution in a volume of water? 
In other words, if there are 1000 bacteria in one litre of water, will even mL that 'ou take 
nut 1mm this volume have one bacterium in it? 
Ixpccted ansers: 
— bacteria are not distributed evenly in \ater like a cube of sugar dissolved in tea (not 
homogenous distribution) 
— bacteria come in clumps (heterogeneous distribution) 
— one sinele test might not tell the whole stor\: one ' oluine ma\ contain mans bacteria. next 
volume none. thiereüre need kr regular testing 
- cuhilorni deasities in distributions svsteni var — bacteria are not randonil dispersed 
— regular testing 11w presence.! absence of bacteria (frequency) ma give better indication of 
contamination than sporadic tests with quantitative techniques (COllcefltratiofls or numbers ol' 
bacteria per unit vol utiie) 
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3.2 Bacterial Indicator Systems 
What indicators & vik 
What they doWt do 
DescriptioO of two systems: H3S paper strip & ('oliplateiM. 
Purpose: The purpose ofthis exercise is to introduce participants to basic principles behind 
the microbial tests (l-12S paper strip & ColiplateTM). 
Proposed Participants: Wand-level participants that will be involved in WQM monitoring. 
sater user's committee. relevant NGO and government personnel. 
Learning Objective: At the end of this lesson the participants will understand: Ixn& bacterial 
tests work (need 4w bacterial growth under optimum conditions. incubation time, incubation 
temperature): the difference between positive and negative results: diflèrence between qualitative 
& quantitative testing: and. advantages and limitations of H3S paper strip & ('oliplate' tests. 
Materials: 
• Materials 1kw the H3S test: i.e. sterile sampling tubes. etc. (See Annex) 
• Materials lbr the ('oliplate'TM and/or ('olistripTM tests 
• A wash basin 
• A pitcher of boiled water. covere4 
• A container with contanjinated water 
• A (lip chart. black board or large paper with masking tape. 
tinting: I x 45 mi 
Methods: 
I. Rckrring Co the discussions ol' the preceding section (3.1). the facilitator asks participants to 
voluntcer.answers to the ihllowing questions: 
(Then that you cannot see bacteria with the naked eye, him can you test for them? 
(l.islj all answers on the board or flip chart) 
Expected answer: you make them multiply in the test container, this means that you need? 
liioi.l to grow 
tinie to grow 
- optimum temperature to grow 
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How can 'ou make the test tell you 11 bacteria come from faeces of humans and animals? 
I Xf)eC ted ansvers: 
make a test environment that favours growth of enteric (intestinal) bacteria 
include a speci1c indicator to show presence of enteric bacteria (e.g. colour change. 
Ii norescenec 
. Ihe lacilitator review's rapidl the U2S test: Impregnated in the paper strip inside the tube is 
a chemical that wifl permit enteric bacteria to niultiplv quickly. If this happens. F1-S is 
produced (thus the name of' the test) and reacts with another chemical also impregnated in the 
paper thai makes the contents of the tube turn black. More in—depth explanations can he 
ad aneed dependine on the technical knowledge level of' participants. 
Qualitative & semi-quantitative testing: 
- [he I l test is a qualitative test since it gives IFS — No results (black or clear) 
\\'hc the ntents turn black. we say that the test results are positive 
I there is No black colour, we sa that the test results are negative 
lithe CtiltC1ts of the test turn black ii. means that at least one indicator bacteria as 
ni'sent in the test bottle or tube at. the beginning of' incubation. 
• %1iat cai he concluded ii: 
a 1W) niL test volume turns black? l'here is at least I bacteria iii 1(fl) ml. 
a 10 n, L test volume truns haick? There is at least I bacteria in 1 () ml ( I () haci I 00 niL) 
a I mL test volume turns black? There is at least I bacteria in I ml. ( 1 Of) hac 1 00 niL) 
:!F m: hc :;ample volume, the I lS test can he made semi—quantitative 
—i I he hci 1 itatur then iiittoduces the ('oliplat& M test & demonstrates ho to use it (see guide 
in \ w he following points are highlighted (these '\ ill he revieed in more depth in 
4 
('in ciciaI tet (rcad\ to usc) 
• uan ilutivc test to measure total cofiftirms and E.'oli (common indicator bacteria in WQM) 
Micio ells contain special reagents. which iuake a blue colour appear ii colilkirni bacteria 
aic piesent and v liich sho& fluorescence ii the bacteria are Lc''ili. 
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Applicatioii is simple. just dispense sample in micro—plate. incubate at 35 deg. C for 24 hours 
and count micro—wells ith blue colour (indicative of colilorms). observe under long wave 
I. 'V light and count the number of' wells that turned blue and fluorescent indicative of E. 
co/i). 
Refer to ( MPN ) table to determine the Most Probable Number of colilorms and L. to/i in 100 
ml. ol sample. 
5. Advantages & limitations: 
U,S test: 
— can he produced fiom first reagents available iii—couiitr 
— cas to carr\ out & eas to interpret results 
- inexpensive 
— prepared paper strips can he stored at room temperature in dark for more than 6 months 
— semi—quantitative 
('oliplateFM test: 
— quantitative test 
- specific for F o/i (hut iieed I. IV lamp) 
- nusl he imported & need foreigii exchange 
- expensive 
6. Cost comparisons: 
Indonesia ( kromorcdo & Fujioka. 1 99 I 
('of i lert test: I S$6. 50 (five—tube tests. no shipping costs included 
PA Mt (1: 1! S 1 .62 ( five—tube test. 110 cost of preparation included) 
ftS lest: I TS$0.62 (live—tube test. no cost of preparation included) 
Panama (Sanchez & E)utka. 1997): 
(oliplate test: 1JSS2.70 (I. iS4.3 in .lan. 2001) — no sPlipping costs included 
('olistrip test: I IS I .00 I S$2.6 in ian. 2001) — no shipping costs included 
I l.S lest: I 15$ 0.05—0. I 2 (one tube test. reagents & supplies ouR . depending on 
produced) 
7 A the close of the session. two tubes are given to 4—5 volunteers to collect samples at home. 
These tubes should he pre—numbered so that the don't get mixed up. One of the samples 
should he boiled water. which is used as a contvol. 
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3.3 The H2S Tat 
lab: basic saibty & hygieOe in the laboratory 
lab: preparing media & paper strips 
l00mL2OmL lOmL& I ml sample tests 
Strip preparation versus bottle or tube preparation 
lab: (letting test tubes & bottles ready for use 
Negative controls 
Purpose: The purpose of this section is to show how a low-cost water quality test works and 
how itcanbeprepared. 
Pnposed Participants: Ward-level participants that will be involved in WQM monitoring. 
watet useYs committee. relevant NUt) and government personnel. 
Learning objective: At the end of this lesson the participants will understand how the llS test 
works..how to prepare sample bottles and tubes and how to sterilize the containers for use: 
Materials: 
• Enough sample test tubes with heat resistant lids for about 20-3() samples 
• An) type of clean glass bottles with volume of 151) ml. to 2(X) ml. with heat resistant lid 
• Absorbent paper (non toxic or Whattman filter papeno 
• A steamer for sterilization or autoclave (if available) 
• Reagents to prepare the I l2S media in liquid form 
• Iriple beam balance or other scale 
• 2-3 pots of at least 500 ml capacity 
• Pipettes5m:&lmlelean&sterile 
• Uraduated(sterile)cylinders(IOOmL) 
• A 11) mL. pipette graduated in 0.2 ml intervals or a small iraduated cylindt.4 
• Marking pencil wax and br permanent marking pen 
• Masking tape 
• A ruler graduated in centimeters and millimeters 
• Paper towels 
• Paper foil (Aluminum) 
• Ilot air oven to dry papers 
• 2 to 3 liters of distilled. bottled or dechlorinated tap water 
. )(M) g of sugar or table salt (for practicing ho'. to use balance 
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Timing: 3 x miii 
Methods: (use Module 7: Water Qualit\ Control Techniques in Annex as a guide) 
• lhe lacilitator goes tirsi over safety and hygiene precautions while working with microbial 
testing. (A handout is provided in the Annex for distribution) 
HygIene and Saleti Precautions: 
the tllowing precautions are essential. not only to ava,d canlarninalwn of the samples and 
culture medium. hut also to avoid the danger at inteclian to staif conducting the microbiological 
tests, 
K) Keep liiger nails short use hair aiid heard protection if' necessary 
Wash hands with soap and warm water hclre and alter niicrohiological examinations as well 
as a her USC ol the toilet. 
K) Do not touch your mouth or eves hile orking ith the test bottles. 
K) Ii\ ou cough or sneeze. cover our mouth. ('teaii and dr \ our hands hclirc continuing ork 
with the microbiological preparations or exailtinations. 
K) Keep you work clothes clean. 
K) Ii 'OU led sick 'ott should 1101 ork with the tests. 
K) Do not cat. drink or smoke in the working area. 
('leaning the working area: 
i'he orking surlaces must he cleaned and disinftcted hcja,e and at/c', each use. 
\kashing (lie surhice with detergent and water removes dust hut does not eliminate all 
germs. It is essential to disinlct the orkiiig area. A cheap solution to disinlëct all 
surhices atler they have been aslìed is to use bleach or chlorine (home disinléctant with 
S .25°' o I available chlorine) iii ixed with water. 
Cleaning solution 
Place the bleach (or domestic chlorine) in a clean container and then add the 
water in the lotlowing proportions: 
Ul.IKA('l I WAFER 
S ml 1 tea spoon) plus 0.5 liters (2 cups) 
I S m 1 table spoon) plus 1 .5 liters (6 cups) 
K) the chlorine solution must he tell to rest ftr at least 30 seconds on the surlace to he 
dIsiiilcted to ensure this is ell done. 
hi case of accidents or spills: Refer to handout in Annex for instructions 
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2. The next step is to prepare the H2S media: 
Flie concentrated medium used in the test is prepared from the Ibllowing ingredients. These are 
dissolved by stirring into distilled or non—chlorinated tap water. 
H2S media: 
Bacteriological peptone 40.0 g 
Dipotassium hydrogen phosphate 3.0 g 
Ferric ammonium citrate 1.50 g 
Sodium thiosuiphate 2.00 g 
Teepol 2.OmL 
Water, distilled or boiled tap 100.0 mL 
Sho participants ho to use a balance and allow them to practice weighing reagents (use table 
sail or sugar tor exaiupie and how to use pipettes (use water) before letting them prepare the 
media. 
. Prvpare the paper strips. iliese are the carriers lr the lIDS media. The strips can he 
prepared b either placing them into test tubes or bottles arid adding the I lS media into them — or 
- h placing the paper strips on sheets of aluminum (liii paper and adding the media into theni. 
1 he last option allows lir the preparation of a stock of impregnated papers that can he stored lir 
later use. I3oth options are outlined below. 
— ('he I iS test allows to estimate diFlëreiit degrees of contamination by using diliërent volumes 
of' ater samples with higher or lower amounts of I 12S media impregnating the paper strips. 
Flie lillowing arc recommended variations. 
Test Sample Volume Volume of 1125 media Recommended Use 
added to pjer strip 
I in 1 0.5 in I. untreated aters or aters 
with suspected 
contamination 
10 mE. 0.5 niL untreated waters 
2()mI I nil. treated waters 
IOU in I 2.5 ill I . treated waters in well 
maintained systems 
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l'rcparing papel strips inside test tubes & bottles: 
• I aking non toxic absorbent paper. or Whattmanck 3 filter paper. place a sufficient amount 
in each colitainer so as to allow the paper to readily absorb the required amount of I l2S 
culture media. ReFer to table above For the volume oF media required. Whatever absorbent 
material is used. it must he cut to a size that will he able to absorb all oF the media. 'ibis ma\ 
require some experi mentatioll he Forehand. 
• ilie tubes or bottles can then he loosely capped (do 1101 tighten the caps) and autoclaved For 
I 5 minutes at 115" C. Then. with the caps still lightly iose. dry them in an oven at 5" C. 
• An type oF glass bottles can he used For the 20 and 1 00 niL tests. as long as they are easy to 
clean, with a capacity of So ml to 200 ml. and with a heat resistant cap. 
• For the 10 ml. and I ml. tests. USC 16 x I So mm test tubes with heat resistant screw caps (or 
equivalent). 
• ( )nce sterilized, and after they have cooled, tile caps should he tightened and the tubes & 
bottles marked with a line indicating the appropriate volume ol sample to be llled (see 
below). Ihe bottles should he stored I1 a clean (lark place. ihe caii he stored br up to six 
iiionths. 
Preparing stocks of paper strips (dry oven method): 
• liace several pieces of non toxic absorbent paper. or WhattnianR # 3 bIter paper. on an 
aluniinum boil sheet. The size of the paper should he big enough so as to readii absorb the 
required amount of' l-lS culture media. ReFer to table above ioi' tile volume of media 
required. Whatever absorbent material is used, it must he cut to a size that will he able to 
absorb all ol the media. 
• Place tile aluminum sheet with impregnated paper strips in an oven to dr. it is importailt 
that the OVCU S 1101 toO hot as the papers ma' scorch 01 catch lire. Drying the paper strips at 
about 70 deg. U (1 60 deg. F) or 20—25 minutes should he sufficient. They should be kept 
long enough until they are dried hut not too long as to burn them brown. 
• the dried pads or strips are put into a sealed plastic bag. all envelope. oi clean glass jar and 
sealed 110111 humidity For later use. Reagent impregnated paper strips can be stored br several 
months it' kept dr and in the dark. 
5. While tile paper strips are (Irving. the H2S test procedure is demonstrated. II' the paper strips 
were prepared inside the test tube or bottle and sterilized, skip the point 6 helo and go 
directly to point 7: iiiarking of test volumes. 
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6. Sterilizing the tubes with paper strips: before going to the held to collect water samples. 
lest tubes and. or bottles with paper strips must be sterilized as follows: 
C) Wash the caps and tubes careful k and al lo to air dr (use soap. the test tube brush. and 
rinse thorouuhl with clean bottled or boiled water). 
For each test tube or bottle tou are preparing: 
— ('Ut one dr impregnated paper strip into smaller. thin strips so they can easil lit 
through the mouth of the test tube or hoWe. 
— ('areiullv place the thin strip pieces inside the tube or bottle. 
— I .ooseh lit a cap on each tube or bottle 
• Cover each cap with a small piece of tin lou to protect it From the heat (this helps the 
cap last longer). 
Place the covered, capped tubes or bottles with the strips in them onto a baking sheet. 
then into an oven preheated to I I OE C. 
— Keep the tubes bottles in the oven fur 5—6 minutes. 13e careful not to burn the paper 
strips. 
— ('are l'ul lv remove the tubes! bottles from the oven and allow them to cool fr 1 0 
minutes. 
— lighten the caps and remove the tiil Foil. 
c Sterilized tuhesi bottles with paper strips can he stored in a dark place at room leiiiperature 
liii up to I 2 months. 
7. Marking ol test volumes fur bottles & test tubes (refer to drawings in Annex handouu. 
• For tubes which are going to be used to test 1 0 ni F water samples. add 1 0 ml. of water ithi 
the help of' a 10 ml. pipette or small graduated cylinder) to one empty tube and using a 
permanent marking pen make a mark on the tube at the maximum height of the added water. 
I. sing this mark as a guide. prepare as nian tubes as needed with a 10 niL mark fine 
(masking tape can also me used to do the markings). 
• For tubes which are going to be used to test I iiil.. of water sample. add 9 mL of' water to one 
enipt tube and using a permalient marking pen make a mark on tile tube at the iiiaX inhtilli 
heiclit of the added water. i'hen add I ml. of' water to the 9 ml. already added and make a 
mark at the iie total level (i.e. the I 0 nil, level). using these 9 mL and 1 0 ml. iiiarks as 
guides prepare as man tubes as needed. 
• Similarly. For 20 niL and 100 ml. tests. bottles are marked with a line or tape at the 
appropriate volume iiiark (use a graduated cylinder to measure the volumes in the guide 
bottles). 
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. ftc lest tubes and bottles al-c now ready For use. 
Note: Sterilization can also he done by steam (e.g. in a rice steamer) For 30 minutes. II' an oven 
is used it should have a thermometer in it ii' possible SO that the temperature can he monitored. 
Ihe temperature should not rise too much above 110 deg. C to prevent melting the plastic cap or 
scorching or burning the paper strip. When cooled the can he stored in a clean place until 
needed. 
While the tubes are being sterilized the concept of a control is first introduced. It is 
important that every time samples are collected, a control sample is tested. The control can be 
either boiled water or bottled water. in other words: water that is known to he suitable lOr 
drinking. 
I 0. I'hc water that is used as the control is also used lbr dilutions i.e. 9niL of dilution water and 1 
ml. o1 sample. lverv time a I ml. test is performed, the dilution aLer should he tested as a 
control. 
Nt) f'i: l'hc ttcilitator explains that when a control is positive it means that either the tube was 
accidental lv contaminated during sample collection. the sterilization process was not effective or 
the water used Ibr the control was contaminated. In these situations. the results ohtaiiied cannot 
he considered valid. 
I AL the close oF the session the ltci litator asks For questions. It is important that the concept Of 
the lest is well understood as ell as the basics oF aseptic technique. 
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3.4 Sample Collection & Processing 
Lab: Water sample collection. tap. well, stream and chlorinated source 
Lab: Sample processtng 
Incubation 
I'wiose: The purpose oF this section is to show ho a lo —cost water quality test works and ho*. 
it should be pertorned. 
Proposed Participants: Vard—level participants that will he involed in WQM nionitoring. 
vater user's committee, relevant NG() and government personnel. 
Learning objective: At the end oF this lesson the participants will have learned proPel 
procedures to collect water samples and carry out the I iS test. 
\iaterials: 
C> Fiiouuh ready—to—use sample test tubes/bottles with heat resistant lids tir about 20—30 
samples 
C> t\'larking pencil wax and !or permanent marking pen 
C> Masking tape 
C> A iulei waduated in centimeters and mill imeteis 
C Paper towels 
C> to 3 liters oF boiled or bottled dechlorinated water 
O Incubator 
o l)ata recording sheets (see I landouts in Annex) 
Timing: 2 x 45 mm 
Methods: (use Module 7: Water Qualit\ ('ontrol Techniques in Annex as a guide) 
('housing the test sample volume: 
C> In situations lien bacterial water contamination is not er likel\ . such as atcr 
samples loiii properly working system and which includes chlorination. t" o large 
sample volumes 20 ml. or I Ut) ml) arc used in adequately marked test bottles. 
( lot untreated water saniples. or waters in which high contamination levels are 
suspected. t'o small volumes oF sample ( 10 nil and 1 nil ) arc used in adequatcl 
marked test tubes. 
2. Collecting the saml)IeS: 
. the sterilized bottles or test tubes must be opened onI immediateI before collecting the 
water sample. 
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0 II the sample is non—chlorinated water from tap, the sample can he collected 
directl\ iIlt() the test tubes or bottles previousl\ prepared. Turn on the tap and let the 
water run Freely For 30 seconds. Then place the opened H2S paper strip bottle or test 
tube under the tap and Fill it up to the appropriate volume mark. Close the container. 
shake it well and incubate as soon as possible. 
0 E)ue to the very small volume to he collected. I mL tests require an additional 
preparation step beFore the sample can be taken. I. se iii this case kcaL boiled tap 
water. Carefully, through a sterile technique. add the boiled water until it reaches the 
9 niL mark BEFORE taking the sample. Then the water sample is carefully added 
until it reaches the 10 ml, mark. 
O lIthe sample to he tested is non-chlorinated water from a well. spring, or storage 
tank take the sample using the same container that the home owners noriiiall use to 
collect the water, rinsing the collecting container at least three times in the water to he 
collected (do not put the rinsing water back into the water source. well or tank) 
Care l'ullv pour the required volume of test water into the test tubes or bottles utilizing 
this rinsed utensil. Cap. stir and incubate as soon as possible. 
O lu simpli ft the translèi oF sample from the large container to the 10 mIt, and 1 ml 
test tubes. pour water from the container into a cup or glass which has been sterilized h having boiled water poured into it and letting it stand for 2 to 3 minutes. Pour out 
the boiled water. add the sample water and Follow the above described procedure. 
O II' the water sample comes from a chlorinated water source, take the sample in a 
sterilized bottle (of' I 2() ml to I 5() ml capacity) containing 0.1 ml of 3% sodium 
thiosuiphate (NaSO ). This chemical is used to neutralize the chlorine in the water 
sample. The thiosulphate solution should he added to the sampling bottle prior to 
steri I izirig. Alter collection oF the sample. keep the bottle with water sample in ice or 
refrigerate it alter collecting until such time it can be processed. Iced or refrigerated 
samples should he tested within six hours. Non—refrigerated samples should he tested 
as soon as possible. lu pI'ocess these samples. carefully pour the water sample 
directly into the bottle or test tube that contains the indicator paper strip until it 
reaches the appropriate mark. BeFore pouring the water. l1iiiie the iicck or opening ol 
the sample collection bottle. Cap the paper strip bottle or tube. stir it well and 
incubate, as soon as possible. 
3. Labelling of tubes and bottles: 
O 'l'he bottles and test tubes must he labeled imniediatelv beFore each sample is taken to 
allo them to he properl\ identiFied. The label should include the Follo ing 
information: 
0 Identi lication number. 
0 Origin ol' the sample (place. type oF installation. etc.). 
0 \'oltinie ol' the sample. 
I )ate and ti me the sample was taken. 
ibis inFormation must also he recorded in a field data sheet (see I handout iii Annex) 
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4. Preservation and incubation of samples. 
0 When the samples are collected directly into bottles or test tubes (with paper strips). 
these samples must he incubated as soon as possible at a temperature between 26" C 
and 37" ('. The prelrred temperature is 35'' C .A low price incubator, such as the one 
described in the Annex ( I rainee I landouls) can he used. Incubation should continue 
br a maximuni of three days. 
O \'hen the samples arc collected in bottles that have been sterilized with sodium 
thiosuiphate (without a paper strip). they must he stored in ice or refrigerated until 
they can he processed. such as was previously described. 
Preparing the Negative ("N") Control: 
open a small bottle oF non—carbonated ater just heftre pouring it into the test tube. 
0 Add 10 ml. ol bottled non—carbonated water into a tube marked (N) up to the top 
i'nark. You may also USC water that has been boiled lr one minute (then cooled to 
room temperature) as the control. 
O lmmediateh cap the tube and place it in the incubator with the other sample tubes. 
Cover all tubes with a piece ol' friI paper to protect them From the light oh the 
incubator (see illustration in the Trainee Ilandouts in Annex). 
otes and Hints: 
0 When the sample volumes arc onl 10 ml. or 1 niL. be ver\ careFul not to overhihl the 
tubes. ii you happen to add a little more your results ill still he valid. 
O 'liming is important, so plan ahead. 'l'he I l1S test should he started right ahlci' the 
sample is taken whenever possihle You should have sterilized and marked the tribes 
hebore uoi ne to the tekJ to collect 'our samples. 
0 Never use moldy or darkened llS paper strips to do 'our tests. 
0 When you take out a ne paper strip from its glass jar or plastic hag. irake sure you 
close the containers tiglitl again as soon as possible. ihis will help keep the 
remaining paper strips as dry as possible and allo then'i to last longer. 
F the negative control test shows an darkening (a positive result). the tests results of 
the other samples \'(}U processed along with ii are invalid. A darkening ob the strips in 
the negative control test tube means that something in the wa you are doing the tests 
is flot VorkifltL, ioii cannot rlra IIi' conclusions bioni 'our testinu. 'tori should 
repeat the testing ii possible making sure 'oti do not contaminate anything. 
0 l\ lake sure that the temperature in the incubator does not rise much above 39E C 
higher temperatures ma kill the bacteria you are irving to detect. 
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33 Coliplate1'M & Colistrip"TM Tests 
Lab: testing of water samples with ('oliplateTM & ('olistripsTM 
Calculating coliform and Ecoli concentrations 
Quality Control 
Purpose: The purpose 01 this section is to sho l1O\ a coinniercial water quality test br 
colil'orm bacteria and E. co/i works and how it should he performed. 
Learning objective: At the end of this lesson the participants will have learned proper 
procedures to collect water samples and carry out the ColiplateTM & ColistripTM Tests. 
Materials: 
* ('oliplate FM & Colistrip 1 ests (6 ol each). 
* Marking pencil wax and br permanent marking pen 
* Masking tape 
* A ruler 
* Paper towels 
* 11 iter ol' hoi led or bottled dechlorinated water 
* A container with contaminated water 
* Incubator 
* M l'N tables for interpreting results (see Irainee I landouts in Annex) 
* Data recording sheets (see Trainee Handouts in Annex) 
Timing: I x 45 mm 
Methods: (see procedures in Trainees Handouts in Annex) 
The focilitator first reminds trainees of the use of lotal Coliforms and E.coli as indicator 
organisms in WQM. 
. The ColiplateTM & ColistripTM tests are then demonstrated (see Trainee Handouts in Annex) 
. lrainees are then divided into groups and are given one Coliplate1M & Colistrip'TM plates to 
perlorm the tests. Plates should he labelled properly before testing a skater sample. 
4. Samples are incubated & results are measured the following day. 
5. Trainees are explained that these tests can he used to coiifirni HS paper strip results and 
establish E. co/i densities during the pilot programs (for example on about 10% of the 
samples taken) in order to convince themselves and water authorities of the validity of H2S 
test results. The Trainees are explained the use of the MPN tables for interpreting results. 
i'his is reviewed the following day when test plates are actually examined and indicator 
concentrations are estimated. 
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3.6 Recording and interpreting Results 
llS paper strip test 
(ui iplate M & ('ol istrips ' tests 
l'urposc: I lie purpose of this section is to discuss the results of the sampling done in pre ious 
days and to sho trainees ho this test can he used as an cducationai tool as well as an eari\ " arniiiu 511W 01 U COI1IUI1i liatioli problem. 
J'toposed I'articiparits: \\'ard—Ievel participants that will he involved in WQM nlonitoring. 
\ater user s Committee, relevant NG() and government personnel. 
I 'earning ohjecl ive: At he end of this lesson the participants will have learned ho\\ the test is 
used in a WQM proerani. and inn it CUI) be used to educate the communit on win tlie should 
disiri h.ct and protect tliei drinking \\ater. 
Materials: 
* ihe test bottles. tubes & tlates ol' all previous testing 
* Marking pencil x and br pernianent marking pen 
* Masking tape 
* A inlet giadualed in centimeters and millimeters 
* A flip chart, black hoard or large piece oF paper 
* M PN tables 1r intcrptetiug results (see Trainee I landouts in Annex) 
* I )ata recordine sheets (see liandouts in Annex 
Tinting: 2 s 45 ni in 
Methods: 
Alter reviewing the topics covered in l)av 2. the group examines the results ol' the tests done 
on tall) previous days. I lo the I hS test reacts on di flrent types of water is noted. 
Lnscrpreting and recording the results of the I-12S test: 
• Inspect the samples dail br up to three days. or For up to 5 days ii' the temperature in your 
incubator is belo 30 deg. C (since bacteria take longer to gro'A at loer temperatures). 
• Ihe test is considered positive ii' it shows any blackening ol' the indicator paper strip inside 
the bottle or lest tube In thi case, mark a "4-" on the record sheet on the day the black 
colouring first appears. IF no black colouring is observed mark a "—". The table at the end ol 
this section can be used as a guide Ibr the interpretation ol results. Record the results and 
\ our observations in the record sheet (see 1 rainee I landout in Annex). 
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* Remember: when boiled water is used to prepare the I mL test tube, a "'legal/re CaflIrol 
must also he incubated with the samples. This is a test tube to which only 1 0 mL of the 
boiled water that was used to prepare the samples is added. 
* Note: a negative result (no darkening of paper strips) is fine. It means there are no 
indicator bacteria present in the sampled water. A positive result (paper strips turn 
black) means there are bacteria present. 
2. The facilitator then illustrates how the test reacts over time: i.e. after 24 and 48 hours of 
incubation. For example. a sample that is positive on day one is more contaminated than a 
sample that becomes positive on cla two. ln other words. the test can also show the level of 
contamination by how fast it changes color. 
QUESTION: Ii two I () mL samples are collected at two difkrent places in the distribution 
system, and one turns black after 1 6 hours oh incubation and the other after 5() hours of 
incubation, which one is more contaminated? Which one presents the greater risk to health? 
ANSWER: thìe sample that reacted tiist. as more organisms cause a reaction in less time. For 
example: *lhe more people you have i plant the rice, the quicker it gets done. 
3. The test can also show the level of contamination h the volume of the sample collected. 
QUESTION: Ii I niL and a it) ml. samples are collected and both change color at the same 
time. which one is more contaminated? 
ANSWER: l'he sample with the smaller volume as there are more organisms per unit 'oluiiic 
than in the larger sample. 
4. Final lv. the test can show degree oh contamination by the intensity of the color. For example. 
if the color of one sample is gray and another is black. which is more contaminated? 
ANSWER: The sample that is blacker. 
. lithe control is positive what does this mean? 
QUESTION: lihoiled water causes the l-lS test to turn black. what does this signify? 
ANSWER: I ither the water was not boiled, was not boiled long enough. the container the 
boiled water vas put in was not clean or the boiled water was mixed with 
unhoi led water. 
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Table. H2S Test - Interpretation of Results 
Volume of 










Probably more than 200 bacteria/i 00 mL if 
the blackening takes place very fast and very 
intensively (less than 18 hrs.). 
10 mL 
10 or more 
indicator bacteria 
Probably more than 100 bacteria/i 00 mL if 
the blackening takes place very fast and very 
intensively (less than 18 hrs.). 
20 mL 5 or more 
indicator bacteria 
Probably more than 50 bacteria/i 00 mL if the 
blackening takes place very fast and very 
intensively (less than 24 hrs.). 
100 mL 
1 or more 
indicator bacteria Probably more than 10 bacteria/lOU mL if the 
blackening takes place very fast and very 
intensively (less than 24 hrs.). 
(. Interpreting the results ol the (oIipIaie' & Colistrips tests: I'Iie Trainees are explained 
the USC ol' (lie MPN tables for interpreting results. The are shown the results of all the plate tests 
pertoniied tile day belore — and the fluorescence under I. JV light ol' E co/i contaminated samples. 
[he Facilitator then records on the hoard or flip chart the ?iiost probable number of indicator 
bacteria foi the di l'lrent tested samples. asking trainees at nmdoni lo provide (lie ansers for 
each ilutc. 
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3.7 Cleaning & Disposing of Contaminated Samples 
I. Test containers with bacteriological growth 
.An sample thai shows any indication ol bacteriological growth must he sterilized before linal 
disposal. Sterilize in an autoclave the bottles or test tubes. with their contents and loose lids for 
I minutes at 1 S to 20 lbs. of pressure. This PFOCCSS kills any bacteria present in the test 
C( nitai ners. 
II an autoclave is not available, the containers, and their contents, can be disinkcted as follos: 
Prepare a disinlèctant solution in a plastic bucket (such as the one described at the end of the 
sectioiiL Fill the bucket up to half its capacity. 
• ('arel'ulIv pour into a toilet or a latrine an cloudy sample or any sample whose color has 
changed. which is evidence of bacteriological growth. 
•: Immerse each empty test containerin the bucket with the chlorine solution. Leave it there liw 
at least So minutes. 
•• Allerards. carefully remove the containers irom the bucket and rinse with tap water. 
l)ispose of the empty plastic containers in a recycling bill and. if one is not available, in a 
garbage pail. II' the containers are non disposable bottles or test tubes. wash them ' ith soap 
and rinse carefully before storing. - 
• I'he following day discard the chlorine solution in the toilet and rinse with a lot of ater. 
• Always use protective goggles and rubber gloves when handling an strong chlorine solution. 
2. Test or sample collection containers without bacterial growth 
lithe samples do not show any indication of bacterial growth. theY can he disposed in a wash 
basin, toilet or latrine. Rinse 'er carefully the wash basin as ell as the empty containers. 
l)isposc ol the empt\ plastic containers in a recycling bin and. if one is not available. in a 
garbage pail. II' the containers arc non disposable bottles or test tubes. wash them with soap and 
rinse carefully before storing. 
Chlorine disinfectant solution: Add a solution ol sodium hypochlorite to a cleair container and 
mix it imniediatelv with water in the following manner: 200 mL of bleach (5?'o available 
chlorine for each litre of water — or — 100 mL ol sodium hypochiorite solution 1 () to I 2% 
available cli Ion lie) per litre of water. 
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4. Setting Up A Local Water Quality Monitoring Program 
lo protect [lie health of families in the collimunit\ it is important to he able to detect the 
presence of' harmlil microorgarasms in water before it is consumed. If this can he determined 
on time. corrective• measurers can he applied thus preventing diseases and epidemics. It is 
neccssar\ for this purpose to take regular samples. since water quality can change 'er' rapidly. It 
is also necessary to identify the most adequate wa. in each communit\. to utilize the inlrmation 
obtained ll'oni thc ater testing to protect water quality and human health. 
Activities that a water qualit program in each community can implement: 
•:• \ater quality testing at sonic of the most important supply S stem locations. 
Inform health authorities and the conimunitv of the test results and the measures that the 
should take to protect their health. 
•:• Iducate the community about the causes of' contamination. 
Plan and implement pmteclion measures for water suppl sources. 
•:• Install adequate treatment systems. 
•:• I .nsuie the proper operation and maintenance of supply and treatment systems. 
•:• Promote public dialogue and cooperation with the responsible government authorities. 
lhc bacteriological tests learned in this course ma\ be conducted h local technicians in 
collaboration ith ater and health authorities. kicilitating the availabihit of information to the 
communit\ l3tit information alone is not enough. I-households and local organizations are also 
required to implement measures conducive to the improvement and protection of drinking water 
quahit 
[he following sections provide basic elements that should he considered in setting up a pilot 
conimunit' —based WQM program. Also refer to Module 7: Water Quality Control 
Techniques in Annex tr further reading. 
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4.1 Identifying Sampling Points 
Purpuse: I'hc purpose of this section is to identify points where water samples SlioLild he 
collected. Sample collection technique and the recording of field data are reviewed. 
Proposed Trainees: (i'ommwiitv participants that wifl he involved in WQM monilonng. water 
uscrs commiuce. relevant NG() and aovernment personnel. 
Learning objective: B participating in the process ol selecting sampling sites it is expected that 
the participants will begin to understanding the logic behind a WQM program. Also. it is 
expected that the participants will he able to properly collect water samples and carry out a 
simple sanitar surve at the completion ol this training session. 
Materials: 
* ilic community map showing the conlmunitvs water suppl (see section 2.1). 
* Pens and paper to. dra a ne map. if necessary. 
* l)ata sheets (see examples in Annex: Trainee Ilandouts) 
Several ItS ready -made bottles / tubes to take samples. 
* Wooden matches. 
* Report torms or note pads. 
* A contaitier to cari the samples. 
Timing: I x 
M etli ods: 
I This is the llrst step in establishing a local WQM program. Relwe reaching this point. 
selected comlilunht\ meiiihers were trained on the preparation and Use of the l12S test (section 
3). the community decided to participate in a community WQM prograim and the mapping 
and transect alk exercises in the community were carried out (see section 2). 
. The Facilitator can begin by going over the data sheets. Ihe trm(s) used to record the 
saiipl ini points and results of testing is put on the wall and explained. 
3. l'hen the tubes ol' samples collected in the transect walk (sectioll 2.3) are examined and the 
results recorded with a plus kr positive and a minus For negative. 
4. The results of the earlier sampling done at home h volunteers is also recorded by those who 
collected the samples. In this case. the person who collected the saniplc explains the 
conditions where the sample was collected and whether or not the expect the lestUls to he 
positive or negative. 
(\oie l)epenilinc. when ihese samples nere iaken /1w iuhes mat s/ill he negaiive. Black 
c,ah)lIrint,' alien does ho! 51w'! Ia lake place un/il a/icr ahoui 1S hours of !nChlha!U)n. I 
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. l'he fticilitator then initiates a discqssion on the results of each of the tests. 
QLJESTR)1N: Which water is sale to drink and why? Which water is not sale to drink and why? 
6. this leads to a discussion that only after the water has been tested can we tell that it is safe. 
Fherekwe samples must he collected from all those places where the water is most likely to 
become contaminated. 
7. The community map (section 2.1 ) is used to identify the sampling points lir the localit. 
. The ltcilitatoi initiates a discussion on where the group thinks samples should he collected 
and why. Some points the facilitator should keep in mind during the discussion: 
* Identi f\ ing the sites where samples should he taken. and ho l'requentl) ' ill depend on: 
the available resources. the number of persons that ma) become ill through contamination 
of a specilic site. the type of water source and water supply S\:steni. and the qualit of the 
water. 
* Properl operating treatment plants, producing good quality water. do not need to he 
sampled as olten as those with operational problems. 
* Water pipes (\vater distribution networks) that regularly lose pressure (periods ithout 
\\ater) must he sampled at more sites and more often than (hose which always maintain 
pressure. When "water supply is cut" the pipe can become contaminated with waste 
water from outside the system. 
* ( ertain poims in the pipesiaquedticts. or the COmIUuflit) arc I1OIC ililpoFtailt than others 
and require more frequent samples being taken. Ihese are places where there are: 
— mans chiklreii (such as schools. kindergartens. etc ): 
— old people (such as retirement homes): 
- sick people (such as clinics and hospitals). 
* ainplcs should be takeii in public clls at least twice a \'ear. and one of these saiiìplcs 
mUst be taken during the rain season, IF the cl I supplies inan families, the ti'equene 
of the sampling must he higher. particularl ii the individuals are not used to disinkcting 
their ater. 
* In homes with their own wells or where drinking water is kept in buckets. containers or 
n.ater tanks, samples can he taken just once a year. on a random basis. if the communit) 
considers it appropriate and ii sulficient resources are available. 
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\Vheii watci' is sold to individual homes from water tank trucks. a sample per truck must 
he taken at least once a week or once a month. depending on available resources (One 
should 1101 pay ftr contaminated water!). 
* Ii should he kept in mind that. m'any times. a waler pipe system is not sufficient to suppi) 
the hole community, either because there is not enough water during the dr season. or 
because the pipes never reached certain districts of' the community An efiri must he 
made to know the community and the use of' the different water sources available see 
section 2.2). In general. those not served h a water distribution system (pipes) are also 
those that consume the most contaminated water and the ones that have the least amount 
of resources to combat diseases. 
- 
The sampling points are marked on the map with numbers to identify them. Begin by 
marking critical public sites (e.g. public wells, stand pipes. health clinics. \ater trucks. 
school, yard water Fountains). These numbers fi.r public sampling points shOuld he kept 
fixed .A fixed numbering system prevents errors in the event samples are mixed up: i.e. 
each sanipliiig point is identified by the same number each time. i'his also allows the water 
authorit and the sanitarians responsible for the community to identil changes in water 
quaiit over time, one of the objectives ol' the WQM progam. Ii private homes are sampled 
(e.g. as part of' hygiene awareness raising). the numbering system ma reflect this (e.g. HI. 
112 stand lir Household I. lIousehold 2.....) 
I . After it is agreed that those points selected should he the sampling points For the ward. the 
participants accolnpan\ the ward WQM technicians to collect samples. 
Ii . At each sampling station. the sampling technique is demonstrated h the ward trainees, laps 
can he flamed. hm it is not necessary, as it is the quality of the water that is being brought 
to the home that is important A sample can even he taken directly 1i'oni the container of a 
yard member collecting water at the sampling site (hut this is recorded in the data sheet. 
Notes: 
• All public wells, the spring catchmeni and all distribution points including water storage 
tanks should he sampled. house connections need not he sampled unless done to sho' 
that a poor plumbing connection or an unclean household storage container can contribute 
to a conlani  nation problem. 
• fl it is the quality of' the water in the piped system that is being checked. then the taps 
shouki he flamed. If' tiaming is done, it is not necessary to use a Bunsen burner. Three or 
four wooden matches held together are ignited and held under the tap until the water 
droplets at the mouth of' the tap turn to vapor. 
I 2. Ii is iniportant to note that the sample collector's hands should 1101 touch the mouth ol the 
sample container. nor should he/she put the cap on an unclean surlace while taking the 
sample. A trained sanitarian will be able o denionstrale the correct procelurc lr opening 
and holding the container and cap. 
13. Beln'e or aller collecting the sample kpi'elerahh heli'e). information on the location and 
iiumhcr of' the sampling station. date and time olda . etc. are recorded. 
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14. '\n inspection tcalled a sanitar\ survey) is then done to see if the tank is clean. ii (here are 
sources ol pollution nearby. or it' there are any components iii need oF repair or replacement — 
I ike taps. tank covers. etc. The aid litaor and the trainees keep there own notes. This permits 
the lici I italor to see who recoen;i,es what. i'he various observations are discussed later on 
in the session and ii necessary the sites are revisited. 
1 . Also. tithe water is noticeahl turbid this is recorded as elI. Checking turbidity can he 
done b tilling a hue basin with water. lithe \ater is turbid it will appear milky. brown or 
colored in the basin. 
I , I he sample number is marked on the sample container and the group moves on to the next 
saiipl ing site. At each site a di iRrent ward trainee does the sampling with the aici I itator 
looking on to see ii there is any accidental contamination: br example. the cap ol the 
sainpi ing tube placed in an unclean place. etc. 
I 7. t pon returning to the training venue. (he ttcilitator initiates a discussion on which sampling 
points the group think are the most contaminated. What problems were observed like 
sources ol pollution and maintenance problems. What does the group think can he (lone 
about these problems? 
I . Flie tubes oF the da 's sanipliiig are then tell to incubate overnight. 
Notes: 
* I .ooking lr potential sources ol pollution. construction defects or other problems that 
can cilct water quality is called a sanitar\ surve 
* It may bc necessary to equip the trainees ith blashI ights so that the caii see in dark 
places l)1'oPCl'l 
* lurhidit is au indicator that either surkice ater and/or pollutants are entering the 
system. 
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4.2 Roles and Responsibilities 
Purpose: The purpose ol this section is to define a local WQM program. develop an action plan 
and determine who will implement it. 
Proposed Trainees: ('ommunit participants that will he involved in WQM monitoring. ater 
user's committee. relevant NG() and government personnel. NOTE: This exerciseaniiot be 
done until technical trainillu on the lL-S test (section 3) has been completed. 
Learning objective: lo gain skills in planning and program development. 
Materials: A flip chart. black hoard or large piece of' paper with masking tape. 
liming: 2 x 45 miii. 
Methods: 
l'hc questions of' WHO. \VIIAT. WHERE. Will AND WlIEN are addressed in this training 
session. 'l'his assumes that the question of HOW has been dealt with in previous sessions. 
'l'he lt'st step is to establish the reason lbr a local WQM program. 
Ihe I lS test allows you to monitor the qualit\ of' the water that people drink through out 
the year (times of ater shortages included) and caii prevent illness b alerting you that a 
contamination problem exists. I f the test shoks the level ol contamination has increased. 
then this indicates that maintenance or health preventive action is needed As long as the 
system is operational. changes are likely to take place and ii is the oh of the WQM 
program to detect those changes and take action to avoid serious problems. l'he prograni 
can also he an ideal venue to promote health and hygiene measures in the conimuiiit 
2. liie fc ii itator then initiates a discussion on what tasks need to be done to monitor the 
commuuit 's water supply system, and writes this down on a flip chart or board. 
for example. people are needed for the fIlowing tasks: 
• sterilize sample containers 
• collect samples 
• carry out a sanitary survey 
• keep rack of accounts 
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* keep records and send in reports 
* inkrm responsible authorities on the monitoring results 
* lead communit\ education sessions and carry out demonstrations 
* recommend and mobilize the communit\ h.r remedial action or maintenance WOrk 
* supervise the work 
* other duties (list) 
NO l'l: Mans ol the above mentioned tasks can be done by the sani person. ii is recommended 
that a least a couple oF ward members he trained on these tasks to provide support and ui serve 
as a hack up. 
. Once the ohs have been defined, who does each task is the next question. The people chosen 
to implement the program should only he those who have the time and the interest to do a 
iood job. l'hc important thing to keep in mind is that the person(s) chosen to run the program 
is responsible lr the environmental health oF the community. Just as you wouldnt ant tO 
he looked a Ilet h and incompetent Doctor. you (loll t v ant to entrust the job oF monitoring 
'\ater qualit\ to someone who is really not interested. 
4. The next topic of' discussion is to define who all the institutional actors are, what their existing 
roles are and what role they intend to play in the ne program.. 
ftc discussion can begin by listing who should be involved (froni being inlormed about the 
rogram to being activel involvedin its implenlentation ). 
I )riiiking ater quality depends on a great number oF lactors iciated to the environment. 
the type oh' construction, tile operation and maintenance of tile suppi and treatment 
system, current sanitary measures and hygiene practices. In turn, tile quality oh the 
drinking ater has a direct impact over the Ilcaith of the individual and the communil\ 
For these reasons. there are several persons in each community that. one va or another. 
share respotisihi I ities and interest in ensuring a good \\ aler (1W1I Ii) and routine 
monitoring. l'his l1li\ incltide: 
* orgu1izations or committees related to the acr supply and sanitary system (such as a 
\katei Adniiiiistration Board or Committee): 
* individuals or coflllllI.lnit\ groups Workillg on ilcaitll issues health committee. hcaitil 
urkers. nurses. doctors. and other similar groups t: 
* representatives of' the locaL municipal or state authorities responsible for the ater 
suppI system and for water qualitv 
* respected individuals ( leaders) in the communit\ . such as school teachers. religious 
leaders. etc. 
It is necessar to discuss with all of them. as a eroup or individuall . the ohjecti es 
benefits and scope of the program. Their support and advice should he requested when 
planning and implementing activities designed to improve and protect drinking ater 
qualit\ aild COflhlllutllit\ health. 
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. then. the role oF ke institutional actors is discussed and ke points advanced h the 
participants are written on the hoard or flip chart. For example: 
a) Local ward WQM committee (& collaborating NGOs during pilot program) 
Suggestion: 
* Jo provide lechnical support and advise to the ward WQM technician(s) 
* 1 o assist the technician(s) in fuJfilling reporting requirements 
* To investigate reported water quality problems and seek corrective action 
* lo keep financial records and provide the WQM technician(s) with the materials they 
iieed to carr out the program. 
* Jo collect, collate and analyze WQ data generated by the program within their 
jurisdiction and send this to the responsible authority 
* lo inhrm the community about the progress/ achievements of the local WQM program 
h) Municipal "ater authority 
Suggestion: 
* lo provide overall support. program direction. and formulate the operating budget of 
pilot programs 
* To maLe the l-lS media and pro'ide this and sample tubes to each participating ward 
* To provide follow—up training to ward technician(s) about the technical aspects of WQ 
coiiti'ol. 
* To assist in selecting the wards for the 'pilot program" 
* To act as Ilicilitators in initiating WQM programs in these wards 
* Jo provide technical and administrative support to the ward WQM committee 
* Jo monitor each WQM program and document progress in upgrading their systems 
* Jo collect, collate and analyze data from each ward and send this information to the 
responsible authority 
* lo provide technical support in the planning and implementation ol corrective actions 
* lo analyse and document the overall progress of the pilot programs and information 
generated to assess cost effectiveness and technically viability of the programs 
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c Uentral planning. water & 'or health authority (based on the outcomes of the pilot programs) 
ut1ucstion: 
* I u pR)VidC overall support. program direction, and formulate the operating budget of an 
expanded program 
* I o dehne the type of inlhrmation to he collected liom the wards 
* 1 o collate and analyze statistics collected and link this information to health indicators 
* 1 o report on progress in the proviSion of potable water to the city 
* lu report on the status of poahle water supplies iii the city 
* 1 o aiialvze the data collected to determine what programs and projects are the fliost cost 
eltcti e and technically sound in achieving program goals 
* to petition 1r funds to expand the program to those communities not yet served 
* I u dc elop ne program directions based oii the inlrmation at hand. 
7. 1 o Icus the discussion. the facilitator may pose (lie kllowing question to the group and 
record the aiis ers in a sheet of paper in the wall: 
QUESTION: Wh is it necessary to Monitor Water Quality? 
I here are several ansers to this question: 
* To determine changes in ater quality that may indicate contamination problems 
* to protect the health of the community h advising people to boil or treat their water 
when tests indicate a contamination problem. 
* 1 o educate die comniunit\' on the importance of protecting their 'ater resources Irony 
contamination & (lie need 11r proper hygiene and sanitation practices 
* lu determine where a contamination problem ma he located 
* to deterniiiie ho el I sanitar Protection measures are working 
* 1 o initiate maintenance when indicated. 
8. Ihe ne't step is to deIne the lrequenc\ that samples are to he collected. It is suggested that 
iuitiall sampling he done once or twice a month (depending on key sampling points 
selected). Ii afler 6 months the results are conSistent and the system is being well niaintained. 
then the sampling can be done less tIequenthy. 
'-). The results of this session are used 11r the next section "Planniiig the Prograim" 
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4.3 Planning the Program 
Purpose: The purpose of' this section is to define an action plan and establish a local WQM 
pi)graiT. 
Proposed Trainees: ('ommunit participants that will he involved in WQM monitoring, water 
user's committee. relevant N(I(.) and government personnel. NOTE: This exercise cannot he 
done until technical training on the 111S test (section 3) has been completed. 
Learning objective: To 'gain skills in program planning and implementation and establish a local 
WQM program. 
Materials: A flip chart. black hoard 01' large piece of paper with masking tape. 
Timing: 2 x 45 miii. 
Methods: 
l'hc ficilitator asks those present to define their present roles concerning the pilot WQM 
program and the operation and maintenance of' the ward water supplx and sanitation systems. 
lach job is listed and the duties summarized under the job title. If possible. an organogram is 
drawn showing who reports and/or should report to who. 
2. Next. the thcilitator asks who can and should carry Out the duties defined in section 4.2 
"Roles and Responsibilities". The names of' these people are added to the organogram. 
3. l'he licilitatoi' then lcuses on finances and resources. In these discussions the killowing 
issues must he examined: 
* needs (location, equipment. Inputs, transport) 
* ho much will it cost to cari'v out such a program (look at transport. the cost per 
sample. kes. etc...) 
* available resow'ces 
* limitations (what can and cannot he done) 
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4. Finall . the ltcilitator summarizes the program: i.e. what the community will do. what human 
and material resources are needed and ho much it will cost. 
. i'his and other relevant program inlormation is written down and becomes the wards 
implementation plan. Once everyone agrees on what will he done and h whom, the resulting 
document is signed by all concerned parties and the person(s) who will he responsible fbr 
routine sampling and testing. inspecting the system and reporting the tindings. In order to 
sustain this input, the person(s) selected should he given an appropnate incentive allowance. 
the amount to he determined h the program organizers. 
. The agreement is kept on file as a "memorandum ol understanding." This in!'ormatioji will he 
used to later evaluate the program: i.e. ho well the community and government agencies 
have complied ith their role as delined by the agreement. 
Note: 11w "nieniorandum ol understanding" describes the program SO that tliei'e is no conFusion 
about expected activities, roles and responsibilities. 
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4.4 Reporting Requirements 
Purpose: l'he purpose oF this section is to establish a reporting system.. 
Proposed Trainees: Community participants that will he involved in WQM monitoring, water 
users committee. relevant NGO and government personnel. NOTE: This exercise cannot he 
done until technical training on the l-1-S test (section 3) has been completed. 
Learning objective: To learn ho to develop and implement a records system and reporting 
procedures 
Materials: Reporting lrms: flip chart. black hoard or large paper and masking tape. 
Timing: 2 x 45 miii. 
Method: 
• As part of this exercise. all records and reports if any) that are already part of the ward's 
environmental monitoring program should he reviewed and discussed. 
2. It is important that the trainees understand that records must he kept. 
QUESTION: In the context of WQM. ask the participants what type of data should he collected 
and why. Record the answers on the flip chart. 
x pec ted answers: 
1) the results of all testing. to sIio the status ol water quality in the conimunitv: 
2 the results of sanitar inspections, to show where the problems are located: 
3) a description ol repairs or record di maintenance undertaken. to determine what breaks. 
ho ollen and to plan for the future: and. 
4 the cost of such remedial action. to he able to budget and account for the money spent. 
3. l'he furniat li recording the data is discussed as well as the frequency of reporting aiid to 
hom this inlirmation is torwarded o. It is most important to inform the coiiimunit wli the 
inlormation is needed and ho it will he used. Collecting data for the sake ol collecting it can 
he a disincentive. All parties have to do their job and the inflirmation must flow both up and 
do tithe chain. if' the program is to he efléctive. 
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4. Ii is also important that whatever reporting lormat is used. that the data collected, including 
descriptions of an action taken. can he linked to the water suppk in the ward where the 
samples " crc taken. 
Note: It makes no sense to report that (x) number ol samples were collected and ( 
number ere liuiid positive and (z) number were lound negative. The intbrmation has to 
be presented in a way that correlations can he made. In other words. which type of water 
SLIppIV 5\'StefliS have the best quality Water and where are they located? Is there a 
correlation between an active O&M program and good water quality? Has (lie WQM 
prorani made a difference in improving O&M and water quality'? 
With the appropriate data. answers to questions like these can he obtained. l'he are not iust 
guesses or anecdotal inlorniation. hut are backed up by relevant statistics. 
5. Ixamples of sample collection and liS test report forms are lound in the Annex. 
. Fiiialk . the facilitator should take the opportwiitv to discuss the reporting procedures lr 
Cases where contamination is found. I le/ she should begin h stressing the importance ol' 
niaimaining conlidentialitv ol the water test results and the observations that take place 
during visits to different private homes and public Facilities, except fir the purpose of 
in b.rming the responsible persons or institutions. These may he the famil head (in the case 
of a home visit), the staff operating the treatment plant and the corresponding water 
authority (if the samples have seen collected at the treatment plant or the piped svsteiii). the 
director or the teacher of the school (if the samples were taken in the school). and 
community health authorities when the samples have been taken in the piped system or in a 
ptihlic place. 
I)iscretion and respect are two required elements to do a good job 
it is important to keep in nitnd that ii discretion and coniidentia!itv are not kept. the trust ol' the 
community iia be lost. if good relations are maintained with the persons visited at their homes 
or public Facilities, this will allo to discuss with them any problem that ma arise and the 
preventi ''c or corrective measures required to improve the water qual itv. 
7. l'his leads to a discussion of Notification of Results and Corrective Measures. The 
Jol lo\\ ing poi ins may he used as a guide. 
What to do when a sample shows positive results (i.e. contamination)? 
11 the sample taken in a ('aniilv home indicates the water to he contaminated. the lollowiiig steps 
should be taken: 
• Visit the home personally or infarm the owner h phone and. if the sample conies hwm a 
va1er tap connected to the water distribution netork. inform as well the person responsible lr (lie operation and iiiaintenaice of that network. 
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•:• I ake another sample from a neighboring location using the same water source (for example. 
from the tap of a neighboring house connected to the same water supply system or the same 
well, or the same water tank or public tap.). 
II the second sample also shows positive results. inform all neighboring homes. and the 
person responsible foi the water source in question, of the degree of contamination found. 
•• Durinu the foIlo up visit, examine the possible water contamination sources during storage 
or handling, discuss the measures that may be taken and recommend that. until the situation 
has been corrected. water should he boiled or disinfected before drinking. 
•:• Document the results of the bacteriological tests and their follow up. 
If a sample from a public facility or system indicates the water to he contaminated, the 
following steps should he taken: 
•• Inlorm immediately the persons responsible for the facility and the health representative of 
the community (or the person with wham the work has previously been coordinated). 
•:• Visit again, accompanied h the person responsible for the system. the location or locations 
alicted and examine potential contamination sources, providing the corrective measures that 
the system operators or responsible persons can adopt (for example. in a chlorination plant. 
verift if the chlorination equipment is working properly and make the necessary adjustments: 
in the case ol a storage tank. clean and disinfect it). 
• Collect additional samples and repeat the bacteriological test. If possible send a sample to an 
accredited laboratory to determine, with their help. the level of contamination. 
• Ask the person responsible for community health to recommend that all users of the supply 
system (or water source) boil or disinfect the water before drinking, until the situation has 
been corrected. l'his step is a must if the second set of samples confirm the contamination of 
the system. 
•:• When informed that the problem in the system has been corrected. collect a ne sample to 
yen t\ that there is no more contamination. 
• Document the results of the bacteriological tests and their follow up. 
the above steps are given only as a guide. They will have to he modified and adopted in 
collaboration with water and health authorities, as well as local authorities, to meet local 
communit\ requirements. What is most important is to have these steps well defined before 
starting the program. 
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5. Some Remedial Actions 
I sc OS regional support and resources 
Available resources vilI determine the best was' a problem can he handled. Some solutions ma 
require outside rcsurces iiiaterials. Funds or technical support). For example. ii the chlorinating 
mechanism oF a treatment plant breaks down. help may he necessary to have it repaired. 
l'hcre are liocver several activities that the. conimunitv may undertake. jointly or in support ol 
au outside intervention. It is necessary br this purpose to use the available resources oF the 
region. It should he kept in mind that. under an circumstances. the moSt important ohective is 
to prevent water contamination in particular and environmental contamination in general. For 
example. a erotip oF Famil members. of neighbours. or the whole community. may get organized 
to implement ac1i ities such as: 
sc \ater qualit nmnitoring as an opportunit\ to ork iii contamination prevention 
+ Protect and keep clean the area around the ater source. 
+ (oustruct a ctl built latrine and keep ii clean and ventilated. 
II' the people in your communit use water From a ell that is not ell protected, or From the 
river, or hen [tie water distribution system is contaminated. promote ltuniI health protection 
practices such as: 
• H tier the ater through home. litters made o tine sand and small gravel (and boil or disin kct 
the littered water). 
+ Add chlorine lo the aIe1 in the ell or storage tank (consult with the health representative oF 
our communil). 
+ Roil drinkinu \ater. 
•:• Ak a s keep the storage containers For drinking water covered and protected. and out oF 
reach oF animals. 
All these subjects are covered in more detail in the respective Modules of this series 
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5.1 Filtration 
Slov and filters were one of the tirst techniques used for treating water. Filters allowed the 
removal ol most impurities suspended in the water and helped prevent the spread of diseases 
such as cholera. 
l)uring tiltration. impurities are retained in the sand as the water drains through. The) become 
trapped or adhere to sand particles. However, other purification mechanisms are also involved. 
With the use of the filter, a microbiological layer forms at the top surface. This layer is composed 
of many different types ol microorganisms that feed on the organic matter carried by the water 
being treated. The layer of microorganisms that formed contributes to clean the water from 
impurities as these become absorbed into the layer. Given its beneficial role in treatment. it is 
necessar to keep at all times sufficient water covering the titter sur(ce so as to maintain the 
biological layer immersed and ensure the survival and reproduction ol the microorganisms it 
contains. 
1111w \ater to he filtered contains pathogenic (disease-causing) organisms. it must he disinlëcted 
with chlorine before drinking. In this case. the water must he disinfected AFTER filtration 
otherwise the chlorine would also damage the biological layer of the litter. 
In the Annex we describe the building procedures fir an inexpensive filter design for home use 
recommended b Davnor Water Treatment Technologies Ltd. of Canada. A diagram of the filter 
is shown in the next page. 
A recent study conducted by the National Water Research Institute of Canada (NWRI). with 
support from I[)RC. demonstrated that these home filters are capable ol removing trom the water 
not just bacteria hut also parasites and toxic substances. This study was conducted utilizing 
waters with toxic concentrations I () to 100 times larger than those encountered through normal 
contamination. The removal rates obtained were 83% fir total heterotrophic bacteria populations: 
I 00% for (iiardia cysts: 99.98% 11ff Cr'sLosporidium csts: and ol 5() to 90% for organic and 
i noi'an ic toxic substances. 
P.,lniiicei ci dl.. I 9Q91. 1 oxicInt and Parasitic ('halletige oF Maui 1nternittent Slo Saud Filter. 1riviroii 1 o\Icol 
14:21 7-225. 
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5.2 Disinfection 
I )isinlection ol ater i'elers to the destruction of uerms to sale levels. iiiakiii the vater potable 
drinkahle with no risk ol' transmitting diarrheal disease when consumed. l)isinFectioii should 
not he con tused with sterilization which ietèrs to the total destruction ol niicroorianisms iii the 
waler. Sterilization is much harder to achieve, requires more energy and is more expensive. For 
drinkiiiti purposes. water need not he sterilized, bitt it should he disinlected. l'he two most 
COflifliOll totms ot disinfection are: 
• Boiliini: I leatli is the oldest, safest and most effective method of disinfectin 'ater. It works 
on the principle that nhiCroorganisnls cannot to lerate the high temperatures and bacterial cells 
rupture and proteins are denatured. Flowever. boiling water requires important amounts ol' 
energ\ It takes one kilogram ol tirewood to bring one liter ol vater to boil br a minute. 11w 
amount to time that has been traditionally recommended lbr boiling ater varies from 5 to It) 
minutes. Such a long penod is not onl unnecessar hut makes this option economically and 
environnientahl unsustainable. Full boil for one minute is sufficient to kill an disease 
causing bacteria in water alid inictivate (.iiardia cYsts. 
• Uhlorination: Ibis is the method used in most cities around the vor(d to disinfect v ater. 
Although the taste of chlorine ma he disagreeable to those who are not used to it. it is 
harmless and leaves a disinfectant residual in the water lr added protection. 
i)isinfection Exercise 
Purpose: 
t'he purpose oF this module is to demonstrate ho to clean and disinfect a storage container. 
cistern, tank truck. well and piped water supply system. 
Proposed Trainees: 
Ward—level participants that A ill be involved in WQM niollitoring. ater users committee. 
rcle ant N( ( ) and government personnel. 
Learning objective: 
1 lie participai its will he able to understand the need lr disinfection and the procedures l1r 
cleaning and disin hecting various components of a water suppl system. 
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Materials: 
• A suppl of calcium hypochlorit (bleaching powder dissolved in clean water-see handling 
recommendations & preparation below), and sodium hypochlorite (laundry bleach). 
• A still brush tr cleaning the inner walls of tanks. 
• A plastic bucket. 
• 10- 2 H2S test tubes/bottles (ready to use). 
• An empt\ (hut clean) 600m1 clear plastic bottle (with cover). 
• A 5—I (1 liter sample of known contaminated water collected from the community's water 
suppl (water should however he as clear as possible - i.e. of low turbidity). 
• A IUI used to boil ater and a source of heat. 
Timing: 3 x 45 mm. 
Method: 
I. The first thing to cover is the concept of disinfection. In section 3. drinking water and boiled 
water were tested with the l-12S test and the results compared with the tests done with 
coiitaniinated water. i'his section should have established the fact that there are undesirable 
organisms I1 the water and that these are killed when the water is treated. U' the water is not 
treated before drinking, the consumer's health is at risk. In other words. contaminated water 
can he made safe to drink ii it is boiled. This is called disinfection. 
2. 11w facilitator mentions that there are other methods for disinlècting water (making ii safe for 
drinking purposes). Iliree common methods are covered in this exercise: 
• I) by heat. (boiling) 
• 2) h chemical means (chlorination): and. 
• 3) h solar ener 
3. To sho the three methods ol disiiilection. an experiment is done. 
• IlS testing of contaminated water: First. tO ml and I ml samples of contaminated water are 
taken directly from the container it was collected in. The are labeled and put aside. 
• lor solar disinfection: The clear plastic bottles is filled with contaminated water and a 10 ml 
sample ol water in the bottle is taken. The bottle is then put in the sun for a period of at least 
4 hours . A tier 4 hours of exposure another 10 ml sample is taken for l-12S testing. It is 
important that the bottle receives direct sunlight for the entire period. The bottle should he 
placed on a white or reflective surface so that the solar energy can bounce back into the 
container. The time of da recommended for exposure is between the hours of I 0:00 AM and 
2:00 PM. 
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• For boiling: (Jail ol' the contaminated ater in the original collection container is removed 
and boiled (r ()NIH minute. When cooled, another 1 (mu sample is taken Ir H2S testing. 
• For chemical disinhjction: Iwo drinking glasses are tilled with contaminated water. In each 
glass are added t\entv (2W drops oF the bleaching 'poder solution (see how to Irepare 
solution helo t )R Fi' e S drops of' laundr\ bleach . Alter about 20—30 minutes oF coiitac1 
time. ()ml samples oF the chlorinated water are taken ti'om each glass For (12S testing. l'he 
are labeled and iiicuhated. 
Important Notes: 
• ('onimercial lauiidrv bleach solutions (priniar\ sodium hvpochlorite) and commercial 
bleaching pders (primarily calcium hvpochlorite ) used for laundering olten contain 
impurities or additives to improve cleaning. 'l'he are used here (or purposes oF 
deniunstration oak i'hese disini'ectants can be used to clean storage containers and tanks ( itli good subsequent rinsing). hut pure reagents (or drinking water disinfection should 
he used to treat 'kater. 
• A bleaching po der solution (r this exercise can he prepared as l'ollo\s: 
• se ti'esh (less than 6 months old) bleaching poder 65% available chlorine). 
• Add one liter oF clean ater into a clean container. 
• Add into the \ater Four small spoonfuls ( 16 granis) oF bleaching powder. 
• M i el I. cover container and let stand fr 1 hour hefire use. ('his solution should 
contain about 1% available chlorine. 
• It must he explained that bleaching po der is a strong oxidizing agent and must he 
treated ith care: ic. it is dangerous to handle it directly. It can also damage clothing. 
• Bleaching podcr should always he added to the water. not the water added to the 
podcr. 
• Sodium livpoch(orite. or bleach used lr lauudr purposes can also he used (ur the 
exercise. l'his solution usually contains about 5% of available chlorine. 
• ('he amounts oF chlorine solution being added to the glasses with contaminated water are 
much higher that would norniaflv be added to drinking water. This is done only fi 
iemonsti'ation purposes oak. given that ve do not knov hov contaminated th water is. 
ihi.s ct-in he a good opportumtr/or the facilitator to remark f/lair if the dirty wa(C! 1111(1 
heeii filtered through the slow sand filter described in section 5. 1, we would iieed less 
luau one (I) drop in each glass to niake tile water safe to drink. 
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• II possible. bottled ater with a chlorine odor and taste is also purchased lr demonstration 
purposes and sampled !br l—lS testing. 
- 
• The samples are allowed to incubate overnight and are examined the next day. 
RESULTS: 
The results should show that those samples treated h boiling, solar radiation, and chlorine have 
not changed color (did not turn hack). indicating that the bacteria that cause the test to react 
positivehave been killed. 
The facilitator asks one or several of the participants to explain the results of the above 
experiment to the group. The discussion continues until everyone is clear about what is meant h 
disin lect ion. 
QIJES1ION: llo do you know hen your water supply system (well or piped system) needs 
disinfection? Which method do you think is used any why? 
ANSWER: 
• When the l-lS test shos that the water ill the system is more contaminated than at the 
source. 
• When foreign matter ol algae is observed in the well or storage tanks. 
• Aller any maintenance or construction activity. 
• When the l-12S test reacts positive within 24 hours with a 1 nil samples. 
Steps involved in disinfectin2 various components of a water supply system. 
i'hc following arc possible procedures fbr disinfecting various components ol a water suppl 
system. They are presented here as examples onl\. Before recommending them to users. Health 
and water authorities should he consulted and standard procedures defined. This consultation and 
coordination is especiall necessary for the disinfection of public wells, water trucks and seCtiolls 
of the piped distribution system. Due to the nature ol' the chemicals used to disinfect a water 
suppl. supervision he an experienced sanitarian is necessar when disinfection public facilities. 
Slwck Chlorination: ibis refers to the disinfection of components of the s\'stem (not of the 
drinking water itself). [)isinièction is achieved by adding a specified amount of chlorine solution. 
leaving the chlorine solution in contact with the component being disinlècted. draining the 
chlorine solution. and rinsing the component before using it again. This is called 'Shocking" the 
ater component (e.g. ,s hocking ihe ne/I shocking /1w cistern, shocking the /iarrel. or shocking 
the na/er 111(1111). 
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\'ater Barrels: l'he size of the water barrel will determine the amount of chlorine required to 
disinfect the barrel. Suggested amounts are: 
\olume of barrel Amount of bleach (5% available chlorine) added 
II. Idrop 
I (iallon 2 drops 
2() 1. 1 teaSpoon 
I 000 I 2 tablespoons 
Steps: 
• eiupt\ barrel and clean 
• till with clean water 
• add required amount ol'ciilorine solution 
• let stand lr 3() minutes 
• empty barrel and rinse thoroughly 
• refill barrel with clean water. disinfect and close lead. 
Water Cisterns: l'hc Size of the ater cistern will determine the amount of chlorine required to 
disii'ifct the barrel. Suecesied amounts are: 
\olume of cistern Amount of beach (5% a'ailable chlorine) added 
4.00() I. 4 1. 
I .000 ( ,allons I (iallon 
8.000 I 8 L 
2)() ( lullons 2 (iallons 
Steps: 
• Re frc addi nu chlori lie to cistern, its size niust he determined. 
• 1)isiiifCction procedures should he done for all l1e lv installed cisterns or when bacterial tests 
sho hicli levels of contamination. 
• All cisterns should he (lisinfected at least once ever ear. 
• Before beginning an disinfCction procedures. cut and remove an \'egetation or debris lronì 
around the cistern. Inspect the cistern lid and fill cover for cracks. 
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• Belore starting. iiiakc provisions br storing enough water to meet household needs bbr 12 
HOt IRS. 
• Shut - oft an by-pass the hot water tank aiid any filters that may he connected to the water 
system 
• t)rain cistern. II' possible (and vith supervision/assistance) clean the interior walls of the 
cistern h scrubbing or using a hose to remove foreign material trom the walls. I. sing a 
shovel or pail, remove all debris from the cistern. Inspect the interior walls tiw cracks and 
water leaking into or out ol the cistern. 
• Retill the cistern with fresh chlorinated water. 
• Pour chlorine solution into the cistern as calculated from the table. 
• lurn on the cold water faucet at the kitchen sink. Let the cold water run until a chlorine odor 
is present. Shut oil' the kitchen frti and repeat this procedure lbr ever faucet in the house 
or ard. 
• I 'eave the chlorinated water in the household water system For at least 8 HOtIRS. 
• Connect a garden hose to the outside tap ol the house. Place the other end in the drain or area 
of little or no vegetation. Turn the outside tap and all faucets and let the water run until the 
chiori iie odor is gone. 
• Re—bill cistern with fresh chlorinated water. 
• Aller on week. re—sample the tap water t'or bacterial content (do H2S test). 
Water i'rucks: Ilie size of the water tank truck will determine the amount ol chlorine required 
to disinfect the barrel. Suggested amounts are: 
olunie of tank truck Amount of bleach (5% available chlorine) added 
200() I & Smaller 2 L 
500 (iallons & smaller 1/2 Gallon 
t.OO() L 4 L 
I .000 (lal Ions 1 Gallons 
.00() L 6 L 
I .50() Gallons 1.5 Gallons 
Steps: 
• Disinfection procedures should he done for all newly purchased water trucks or when 
bacterial contamination is detected in the water. 
• All water trucks should he disintèctioii procedures. inspect all delivery hoses for tares and 
nozzles tir rust. 
• Drain water tank. 
• I. sing a flashlight, inspect as much of the tank interior as possible. If rust or debris can he 
seen. report it to corresponding authority. An debris must he removed and rust sanded oil 
and re—coated. 
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• Re—till tank with fresh chlorinated water. 
• Add appropriate amount of chlorine solution to tank. 
• Flush all delivers hoses. Shut oil after chlorine odor is present. 
• I la e the tank truck operator drive tle vehicle around for a !'ev minutes (to mix contents). I et 
stand For H1IR1'Y (AU) MINI IFS. 
• Drain the water tank through the deliver hoses. 
• Rinse the ater tank with fresh chlorinated water and flush again the delivery hoses. 
• Re-fill wih flesh chlorinated water. 
• Re—sample and perform bacterial testing. 
I'iped sstem: Ibis activiL should he carried out ith the supervision of the water authorit\ 
responsible lii the water supply system. 
Steps: 
• Before stalLing. in form all household attached to the portion of system to he Ii ushed to n'iake 
provisions lr storing enough water to meet household needs 11r I 2 1-101 IRS. 
• [hen all of the holding tanks are scrubbed with a sti ti brush to get rid of algae and llreign 
matter. I se a mild chlorine solution. [)o not use soap. 
• [he tanks are then flushed out to get rid of the debris and organic matter. 
• [he chlorine compound solution is then introduced at the source. 
• ( )nce the smell of' chlorine is noted in the water coming out of the taps. the valves are closed 
and the chlorinated ' ater is allowed to sta\ in the system overnight. 
• I he next niornium. the entire system is flushed. 
• After the smell of chlorine has dissipated. samples are taken. The results should show that the 
water in the system is of the same quality as the water at the source. 
• ii. not a further investigation is needed to identil\ the source of contamination, and 
appropriate corrective action is taken. 
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\."ells: ('leaning and disinlection ol wells is more diluicult. Regular monitoring, household 
disinlectioii and proper storage ol water are essential steps to guarantee their portabilit 
Steps: 
• l'he users ol the well should he told to make arrangements for another source of water while 
the well is heinu disinlcted. 
• First the concrete lined walls of the well must he scrubbed using a weak chlorine solution 
te.. (L° available chlorine). 
• Next. the water must he removed from the well h' motorized pump permitting the sediment 
at the hottoni to he easi Iv removed. 
• The well is deepen until clean sand is reached, then a layer ol course gravel is put on the 
hot to m. 
• A strong solution of chorine (e.g. 4 F of 5% available chlorine solution) is then put into the 
water and the well is allowed to recharge. It may take 2-3 days for the chlorine to dissipate 
depending upon the volume of water treated and the amount of' organic matter that still 
reniai ns in the well. 
Notes: Water taken 1mm an open well, even though it may look clean, should he considered 
contaminated and should he boiled or disinlècted. This is due to the fact that yoU cannot prevent 
contaminants from getting into the well. It is impossible to eflèctivelv disinfect an open well that 
has not been lined. The interior surface of the well must he smooth and easil\ cleanable. 
Chlorination of a well can he done h the tube method. This technique allows a slow release of 
chlorine over a longer period of time than the dosing method. Such devices can leave a chlorine 
residual for sometimes 2—3 weeks depending upon the volume ol the well, its use and the amount 
of free chlorine available. Water and health authorities should he consulted ('or the proper design 
and maintenance procedures of these types of chiorinators. 
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5.3 Storage 
\er ollen we trget that drinking water can become. contaminated not onl at the source or in 
the piped distribution system. hut alSo during storage at home. II' we want to prevent the 
tFaIlsllliSSiOIl of waterhorne diseases. then we must saléguard against the re—contamination of 
water in the home. 
A two component strategy to prevent diarrhoeal diseases in households that lack a sat 
CoiltitluoUs sltpf')l\ of atcr should consist ol 
• Water disiniection illlmediaiel\ aFter collection (or filtration) and 
• Saf storage: storage in vessels designed to prevent re—contamination. 
SuccessFul implementation oF this su'ateg\ will rquire an educational campaign stressing the role 
of contaminated water and domestic hygiene in disease transmission. 
Numerous studies around the worki have found higher concentrations of disease — causing 
organisms in ater storage containers in the home than in the waler sources. During the cholera 
epidemic in Peru. fr example. concentrations of faecal colilorms in several pen—urban districts 
vere lund to be up to a thousand times higher in storage vessels than in municipal water taps. 
Similarl studies in Asia and the Middle East l.iave detected the presence of organisms like I 
eho/o'rue. enterotoxigenic Leo/i and Ascaris in household water containers while these 
organisms cre absent in water samples Fronithe taps and vvclls where the water was originally 
collected from. 
Re—contamination of' water in storage containers usuall comes ('row hands andior objects 'eg. 
cups) that arc introduced to get ater OLIt. NaITOV% opening preventing the introduction of ohects 
reduces signi llcantl the risk of' re—conlaminalion. ('overing the opening of' the container is 
another important. saftguai'd. the material of' the storage vessel itself' has also been Ftund to 
influence the survival oF bacteria in the stored vater. 
For example. in inoculation experiments with African storage containers. I '.c.ho/erae survived as 
long as: 
• 7 days in cla pots. 
• 22 days in jlastic containers, and 
• 27 in metal drums. 
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Not surprisingl . survival times did not exceed one day with chlorine levels ol 0.2 mg/I or 
ereater in an type ol contal iier. 
l-or sale storage, a water storage vessel should have the Iillowing qualities: 
• Be constructed ol a material that is durable. light weight. non—oxidizing. and easy to clean. 
• Hold an appropriate standard volume (e.g. 20 L) for east of dosing disinfectant. 
• l-ta e a stable base and a studs. conilortable handle lr easy carriage. 
• l-lave a single opening 5 to 8 cm in diameter with a strong. tight fitting cover—this dimension 
makes it eas to lll container and add disinfectant but difficult to insert hands or utensils. 
• 1-lave a non—rusting, durable. cleanable spigot for extracting water. 
• Allo air to enter as water is extracted. 




Traditional water storage vessels that have been modified to reduce the risk of contamination: (A): Egyptian 
zir; (B) Vegetable oil container from Zambia; (C) Cantero from El Salvador; (D) Sorai from India; (E) Tin 
bucket from Malawi; (F) Plastic container designed by the US Centre for Disease Control and Prevention. 
Illustrated directions on how to fill the water storage vessel, add proper amount of disinfectant, and remove 
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6. Training Evaluation & Closing 
Evaluation Test for Trainees: 
An oral test should he given at the end. The trainees are told days in advance that they will have 
an oral test. J)cpending on the group. the are split into 4—5 teams (e.g. ward against ward). 
Modest prizes can he aarded to the wining team (the one that ansers most questions 
eorreetl I. lhese prizes can he kr example. a pen. chocolates. or anything that is inexpensive and 
valued by the participants. Address questions to the different groups in order (first question to 
group A. second question to group B. and so on) BUT give only 30 seconds for each group to 
give the correct answer. If no correct answer by group A is given, then go to B. then to C. then D. 
In non gives the correct answer. open the answer to everyone. Usually someone who was not in 
the group decision will respond. (live the point to the persons team. For some questions. there 
nun he 4c correct ansers. still give 30 seconds and the next group ma give you the rest, or the 
next group. Always score one point Iir correct answer. Soon you will find that the groups not 
being asked vill tr\ to work out the answer because they know they may have a chance to answer 
the question. lhis exercise can provide an excellent review and everyone listens and learns. 
About It) questions should he made. totaling 40—So points. 
Feedback: 
l:ilialh. it is always good to ask the participants for tCedback on the training: what they liked best 
and least: what the had the most difficult with and why. etc 
Evaluating the WQM Program: 
This particular training program is meant to he practical in nature. It is a "hands—on training' 
program which not only explains what to do. hut allows the trainees to do it themselves. 
i'licrelre. to evaluate the effectiveness of the training it is necessar to assess skills. This may he 
done during regular visits by trainers by comparing the records with what actually exists and 
observing what is being done. Sampling ol sites should also he made during these visits. It is 
recommended that fr about 10% oh' the samples. replicates with ('oliplates or (ohistrips he 
carried out as quahit control. as well as to compare with the performance of the 112S test. 
II. routine nlaintenance or repair work or disinlèction is not being done. then the project team is 
questioned to determine, the reasons—which may he technical, administrative or financial. If 
however it is due to lack of knowledge. then follow—up training must he done. 
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At this tiIm a decision can he made to either explain a procedure or (if coiiiplicated) to wait until 
an opportune (ime to train several WQM technicians at the same time. 
I lavin wds assist other ards in the training prograni IS another way to veril\ ii the 
inFurniau presented during the training was understood. It is also a good way to motivate new 
conimunitic ' become involved as the v. ill he proud to sho\\ what they have done. 
Another e oF evaluation that might he done is a health impact study. II the water qual it 
iuonitunn i id control program is Functioning as intended, then diarrhoeal disease rates due to 
ater htrii dscascs should decline over time. This type ol evaluation however. would require 
the ser\ cc oF au epidemiologist to design the research protocol. 
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ANNEX: Communit's' Mapping (exan1pe) 
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ANNEX: Transect Walk 
Sample Recording Form: Water Source/System - Re1iahilit - access - usage - ater qualit 
Ward: ________________________________ Date: 
Water Source/Ss'stem Location: _____ 
Does water source runs drv/lo during the year? 
(Circle condition) 
II' yes: when and lio long: 
Ate households in the surroundings using this 
kateI source'.' 
lives, what are the uses? (Circle uses) 
— l)rinking? — bathing'! — washing'! — cooking'! — 
rituals'.' — aniiials! — gardetiing'irrigation? 
( )ther: 
Is it N( )l used lir some purposes'! 
Which: ________ 
Why: _________ ____ 
Is vater source accessible to all household in 
neighborhood! 
II' not. hv'! 
Ilo man\ households have no access? 
Is the ciualit of the 'ater acceptable'! 
11110. what is wrong with it? 
Is the water quality tested regularly'! 
I F yes. lör what'! _______ 
Are results ol testing reported to the community? _________________ 
Is action taken when results are poor? 
What: 
I 
Is there sonieone responsible li the upkeep of 
-the water source'! 
I las she'he made an\ repairs'! 
II es. what'!: 
I—las this water point ever broken down? 
II' yes. what was tile quickest repair made? 
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ANNEX: Transect Walk Sample Scoring & Recording Form 
(Sanitation) 
Ward : Date: 
Location: Recorded I,v: 
Score: Scores for Ward Water Points: 
2=good (P): Public 
laverage (H): Household 
Health # # # # # 
Clinic LLf)L±LLLL) ( .) L 
• I.atrine/loi let in 
working order 
2. Latrine/i o let I 
used ritlarl' 
3. Pit/facility built 
nroperl v - --.------- --.------ f.... .. 
4. Pit!ltcilit saklv I 
located* 
5. Superstructure J 
-- - - -- t - t - 
oilers privac\ ol use 4 6. ('over present & 
over hole/water in 
water seal 
7. No excreta visible 
p - — - - 
8. Water and 
soap/soap substitute 
at or neat laci I it I 
9. No statnant water 
1 1 
in inside floor nor 
outside iaciiii 
10. No adult/child 
excreta around house 
or yard 
1 'otal score 
(OUt oFIW j I L 
• Latrine pit or septic tank at least 15 meters away and downstream From water source. 
2. If no latrine oi: toilet. or Icilit never used. score a "o' in total score For that household. 
NB. Additional sheets can he sued to rank more latrines/toilets depending on project & village 
size and context. 
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ANNEX: Transect Walk Sample Scoring & Recording: Reliability & 
Vsard 
QuaLit' of Water Sources 
I)ate: 
Location: Recorded by: 
Score: 2=good Scores for Ward Water l'oints: (P): Puhlic(H): Household 
1=avera1,Opior — —— 
Health ft # # ft ft ft tft Reliahilit'i (R) 
-- Chnic jj jj () () ( ) () ( ) () () 
Water Point Source . 
Reliahitit'_((herall)_RO 
Reliahilit' 
('\omens needs) RW 
Reliahilit' 
- 
(Men's needs) RM 
Total (R) 
(Out ofN . 
. \at Q!1a liP Seg 
Water Quality according 
to users: \ QU 
Water Point Source 
Protection: W P 
Water 1estin: WT 
Total(WQS) 
(Out 0! ti ( 
J — . - 
Reliabilit (R) I RO: Source (Overall) RW: Women's needs RM: Men's needs '= good Aj \k AYS tGH "zuer to (AN ADA AYS titifill alt CAN Al \ AYS ilittill alt 
meet basic needs ater needs troni source 'aICr iieeds rout sI)UICC 
I = a crage Souice neer goes dr hut NOT 
FNOL'GH 'mer tr SE\LRAL 
I)AYS yr 
NOT ENOUGH atei to meet 
needs tbr SEVER Al PAYS 
durin 'ear 
NOT EIN( U. 'GH %ater to meet 
needs Ioi SEVERAL [)AVS 
durine ar 
0 = poor EXTENDEE) PERI()1)S ohmic ith NO 'A A1ER aailahIe at 
the source 
NOT ENOUGH atet to meet 
needs tor SEVERAL WEEKS 
durint sear 
NO! ENOI. 'Gil uiter to meet 
teeds tui' SEVERAL. WEEKS 
durine 'eat 
V titer QuaIit WQU: WQ according to users WP: Source Protection WT: \\ater Testing 
Setting (WQS) 
. 
2 = goo(l .Alwa s ol good quatit Source is protected and ater 
is treated 
Rctilar testing br bacteria 
petplc tubornied ol ieutts 
ac ons taken when 
colilani tt1at ion js detected 
= a' eiagt' l'ooi qualit onI dtiriti ertatit 
utile' tt ' eat list pIo'Lnts & 
noes t. 
Soot-ce is protected ot ater is 
treated 
\\ atet soniCt iii es tested or 
bacterial but estilts uot 
reported to people — 
a pour tial k ob poor qua! it list 
pi oh cuts I 
Sources ' jib no protect ott ot 
protect ion treat mclii not 
"orki,u 
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ANNEX: The H2S Test 
Hygiene and Safety Precautions: 
The Followint precautions are essential. not only to avoid contamination of the samples and 
culture medium. hut also to avoid the danger of infection to staff conduction the microbiological 
tests. 
• Keep finuer nails short: use hair and beard protection if necessary. 
• Wash hands with, soap and warm water before and after microbiological examinations as well 
as aller use of the toilet. 
• Do not touch your mouth or eves while working with the test bottles. 
• livou cough or sneeze. cover our mouth. Cleau and dr 'our hands before continuing work 
with the microbiological preparations or examinations. 
• keep you work clothes clean. 
• Ii you led sick 'ou should not ork with the tests. 
• Do not cat. drink or smoke in the working area. 
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Cleaning the working area: 
the orking surFaces must he cleaned and disinlécted before alit1 at/er each use. 
Washine the surFace with detergent and water removes dust hut does not eliminate all 
germs. It is essential to disinfect the working area. A cheap solution to disinFect all 
surFaces aller the have been washed is to use bleach or chlorine (home disin4èctant with 
5.25°' ol' available chlorine) mixed with water. 
Cleaning solution 
Place the bleach (or domestic chlorine) in a clean container and then add the 
ater in the following proportions: 
BLEACH WATER 
S ml (I tea spoon) plus 0.5 liters (2 cups) 
I S m ( I table spoon) plus I .5 Ii ters (6 cups) 
• The chlorine solution must he left to rest for at least 30 seconds on the surface to he 
disinfected to ensure this is well done. 
In case of accidents or spills: 
• lmmediatel\ clean all dangerous debris. 
• Place all broken glassware in a closed garbage container with a plastic hag lining. 
• If a contaminated (or potentially contaminated) sample is spilled or •its container is broken. 
disinfect the area with a chloride solution. 
• . se rubber gloves during cleaning procedures. 
• It is very important not to touch your eyes or mouth with our hands. 
• If von get hurt. go see a nurse or a physician. 
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Preparation of H2S media: 
The concentrated medium used in the test is prcpared from the following ingredients. These are 
dissolved by stirring into distilled or non-chlorinated tap water. 
H2S media: 
llactenological peptone 40.0 g 
• Dipotassium hydrogen phosphate 3.0g 
rerric ainnioniunt citrate I .SOg 
Sudiuni thiosulphate 2(K) g 
2.0 ml. 
Water. distilledor boiled tap4 
113S media volumes: 
The 1125 test allows to estimate different degreesof contamination by using different volumes of 
water samples with higher or lower amounts of H2S media impregnating the paper strips. The 
IbI lowing are recommended variations. 
Test Sample Volume Volume of 112$ media Recommended Use 
added to paper strip 
• 1 ml. 0.5 ml untreated waters or waters 
with suspected 
contamination 
U) ml. 03 ml • untreated waters 
2Oml. Intl. treatedwaters 
lOOmI. 




Marking volumes in test bottles & tubes: 
I mL tests: tube with 9 & 10 rnL markings 
1 0 mL tests: tube with 1 0 mL markings 
1. Prepare marking guide tubes & bottles" with 
graduated cylinder or pipettes 
2. Use guides to mark test containers before use 
139 
20 mL tests: bottle with 20mL markings 
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Table. H2S Test - Interpretation of Results 
\olume of Amount of Observations 
Sample with a bacteria per 
positive result 100 mL 
1 niL IOU or more Probably more than 200 bacteria/I O() niL if the 
indicator bacteria blackening takes place very fast and very 
intensively (less than 1 8 hrs). 
1 0 or more 
10 ml. indicator bacteria Probably more than I 0() bacteria/i 00 mL if the 
blackening takes place very last and 'er 
5 or more intensiveI (less than I S hrs. ). 
indicator bacteria 
20 ml Prohahh more than 50 bacteria/I 00 ml ii the 
1 or more blackening takes place ver\ tast and ver' 
indicator bacteria intensively (less than 24 hrs.t. 
100 ml. Probably more than I 0 baciena! 100 mL ii' the 
blackening takes place erv lust and very 
intensively (less than 24 hrs.). 
A "control" (I U ml hoilted water tube) must he used For each new source oI boded ater used. II' 
the "control" gives a positive result (black coloration), this indicates that hte I iiil. samples to 
which this boiled water as added can not he considered valid. It !rIa\ also indicate au 
inadequate procedure resulting in the contamination of the test tubes. In this case caiefullv repeal 
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Source H!S 10 ML H2S I ML Notes 
—--- Da ± Da 1 Da Da L Da 1 Da ± Comentarios FoIIo :i 
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Data Collections Sheets - H2S Test (Traditional Method) 
Communits: ___________________________ 
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ANNEX: CotipIateTM & ColistripTM Test Guide 
CoIiplate MPIN Procedures for Total Coliforms and E.co!i 
i'he ('ofiplate is a convenient test hr the quantitative measure of total Coli Rrnis and F co/i. 
the test is dcsiicd to nieet rcgulator guidelines for surlacc water and ra drinking water, as 
well as recreational .aters and \astewater. Flie full ('oliplate enables quantiIction ol 
(ofilorms and Leo/i densities ranging from 3 to 2400 colony forming units (ctu)/ 100 mL in a 
single test without dilution. Ihe distinctive blue/green coloration of positive (Colilbrms) tested 
samples enables itnalvsis of brownish. turbid or rust containing waters. 
the (oliplate test uti Iiies the proven X—UaI and Ml. (1 techniques to detect viable ('oh lorms 
andor i'.. co/i. Ihc ( oliplate contains selective media to provide nutrients to stimulate the gro\\ iii 
ot ('ott forms and F co/i. ilie media also contains induces and chrornogenic!fluorogenic 
substrates. iliese substrates react with enzymes specitic to colilorm (heta—E)-galactosidase) and 
F co/i (beta—I)—gIicoronidase) to provide colour change to hlueigreen (('oh (Orms) and 
fluorescence. F co/i). 
lest results are recordcd alter 20—24 hours of incubation ith the appearance o a hfuegreen 
colour iii the ehls containing ('oh fOrms. F co/i can he detected h the appearance ol 
fluorescence under a lông eiength tV light, in sonic or all the ells a blue/green colour. The 
(of iplate can he used to confirm I lS paper strip results and establish F co/i densities. 
- . 
(oliplate - Whole Plate Procedure: 
1 I sing a pIpettc till up all 96 ci Is of the microplate: or dip the v hole (uliplate nto the 
sample and till up all 96 wells. this last procedure works with ell samples. here the \ater 
is collected in a bucket. 
2. ('over microplate with lid: insert n'iicroplate into zip—hoc hag (or other plastic hag hich can 
he sealed) and incubate at 35( (' 20—24 hours. 
3 After incubation, count the number of' wells that have turned blue/green. Refer to 96 eh1 
M PN 1 able to determine the Most Probable Number fur total ('oil forms ii I 00 ml sample. 
4. Place long wa' e I. V (366 Full) light over the microplate and count the number of \elfs that 
have a blue fluorescence. Refer to 96 well MPN Table to determine the Most Probable 
N umber for F co/i in I (tO in I sample. 
For sample which are very polluted (i,e. I mL FI2S test is positive in 24 hours or less) it is 
rLconlmended that onl\ 12 oF the microplate is used (48 eIls). Thus 2 samples can I c tested 
on the same plate. For M PN 'I otal ('oh fOrms and E.coli refer to the 48 well M PN. 
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Coliplate'TM - Two Strip Quick Screening Procedure: 
1. Dip the double strip unit into the water sample until all wells are filled up completeR 
2. Pull the strip unit hack gently and place inside a plastic hag and seal. or 
3. 1 sing a pipette till tip 2 rows of wells (16 wells) of a 96 well microplate. I ,ahel. with this 
procedure 6 skater samples can he tested with on 96 well niicroplate. 
4. Incubate at 35 C for 20-24 hours. 
5. Count the number of wells that turned blue/green. Refer to 16 well Microplate MPN Table to 
determine the Most probable Number for J otal Coliforms/in 100 ml. sample. 
6. Observe under long wave I. fV (366 nm) light and count the number of wells that have a blue 
fluorescence. Refer to 16 well Microplate1 
M MPN Table for E.co/i in 100 mL sample. 
To. Off MPN No. of wells MPN No. of wells MPN No. of wells MP 
wells giving per 10 giving per 10 giving per 10 giving per 10 
positive ml positive mL positive mL positive niL ctio sampte reaction samtpk reaction sape reacfion samjc 
0 1o j 
16 94 9 213 13 469 — 
33 6 119 10 255 14 
-- 
6i9 
[52 7 146 11 307 938 
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L____ 33. 106 65. 298 
2. 5 34. 110 66. 307 
3. 8 35. 114 67. 317 — 
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II. 30 43. 151 75. 418 
12. 33 44. 156 76. 434 
13. 33 45. 161 77. 451 















18. 52 50. 188 82. 559 
19. 55 51. 194 83. 587 
619 
654 
20. 59 52. 200 84. 
2L 62 53. 206 85. 
22. 65 54. 213 86. 694 
23. 69 55. 219 87. 740 
24. 72 56._____ 226 88. 794 
25. 78 57. 233 89. 858 















29. 90 61. 263 93. —- 94 62 271 94 
31. 98 63. 280 95. 2424 



























TABLE A.2: 48 Well MicroPlate TM 400 MPN values for heavily 
- contaminated samples. 
No. Of wells giving MPN per 100 mL No. Of wells giving MPN per 100 mL 
positive reaction sample psitive reaction sample 
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